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CLIFFORD STUHLMUELLER, ’17.
*This paper won ‘‘ The Rev. Bernard J. Kuhlman Prize for American History". The Rev. Bernard
J. Kuhlman, D. D., Catholic Chaplain at the Dayton National Military Home, is the donor of an annual
cash prize of $25 for the best essay in American History. The subject isassigned by the reverend donor,
The contest is open to all the students of the College Preparatory and Collegiate Departments. “The
essay must show original research work and throw light on subjects of American History, especially such
are disputed today. The paper published in part in this November number won the First Annual Prize,
June, 1914. Its length, approximating 16,000 words, necessitates the division of the paper into three
parts, of which the present articleis thesecond.

OLUMBUS called the first island of this group of the
Antilles (Caribbee Islands), Maria Galante. The
second one was given the name Guadaloupe. At this
island, one of the captains, Diego Marquez, without
permission, went ashore with a small detachment. When
they failed to return, the Admiral sent Alonzo de Ojeda
to the rescue. Ojeda did not find the missing men. A few days later,

Marquez returned in a pitiable condition.

The great discoverer, being

anxious to reach Port Nativity, left Guadaloupe on Nov. 10.
On Friday, Nov. 22, Columbus arrived at Hayti (Hispaniola). On
the voyage thither, the island of Porto Rico was discovered. But when

the fleet reached Port Nativity, Columbus was horrified to learn that
the whole garrison had perished, evidently under the hand of the Indians,
led by Guacanagari. But it may be said here, that this Indian chief

helped the Spaniards against the other tribes of the island.(2)

Feeling

that Port Nativity was under a curse, the fleet soon left the deserted
colony and ten leagues away, on the same island, the city of Isabella
was founded.
(1)
(2)

Tarducci; Irving; Catholic Encyclopedia.
See Tarducci’s ‘‘Life of Columbus,”’ pp. 282-289.
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For awhile, all went well. But sickness soon set in. Columbus
wished to send ships back to Spain for men and provisions, but feared to
do so lest the Spanish monarch learn of his sad plight. Believing that

there was gold on the island, the Admiral sent Alonzo de Ojeda ona trip
of exploration. He returned with the report that there was much gold
in the interior. .This news was so favorable that the great discoverer
no longer entertained any fears, and sent twelve caravels back to Spain
for supplies under Antonio de Torres. (Feb. 22, 1492).
The men did not find the amounts of gold, which they desired, and
dissatisfaction soon set in. Bernal Diaz of Piza was the leader of the
malcontents. Bernal proposed that they seize the ships and return to
Spain. Fortunately his plan was discovered and put down by the strong
hand of the Admiral.(1).
To add to his misery, Columbus himself was taken sick. After
recovering, he went on an expedition to Cibao, leaving Isabella in charge
of his brother Don Diego. When about eighteeen leagues from Isabella,
in the mountains of Cibao, he built Fort Thomas. Placing Pedro Margarita in charge, he left him a garrison of fifty-five men, and on Friday
March 21, returned to the colony.

Columbus reached Isabella eight days later. Sickness, discontent,
and lack of provisions among his soldiers, now harrassed him. To make
the provisions last, Columbus reduced the daily rations of all, beginning
with his own. This caused a storm of complaints and murmurs. Even
those in authority, who should have aided him, turned against the Admiral

Sad to say, one of the leaders in this revolt was Father Boil, Vicar Apostolic. Incensed on account of Columbus’ impartiality in making all,
regardless of rank, share in. the work and live on reduced rations, he took

advantage of his spiritual authority, excommunicated the Admiral and
placed the Church under an interdict. ‘‘But as his conscience justified him, Columbus did not suffer himself to be conquered by the wrathy
friar; and as the latter had gone to extremes, he took extreme measures

also and cut off all the Vicar Apostolic’s rations till the excommunication
was raised. Father Boil finally withdrew the excommunication and
interdict.’’ The great discoverer was certainly justified in his conduct
towards the culprits, (2) but we cannot severely blame the soldiers as
many of them had left honors and luxurious surroundings at home and
hence were unused to toil. Here also it may be remarked that this incident injured to a great extent the Admiral’s cause in Spain.
At this time, several of the Indians were caught trying to steal
some of the provisions. Theft was a serious crime among the natives,
punishable by death. To serve as a warning, the culprits were exe(1)
(2)

Tarducci’s ‘‘Life of Columbus,’’ Vol. one, page 229.
Herrera, Hist. Ind., dec. i., lib. ii., cap. 12.
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cuted, and all other malefactors were made to suffer the

tip

of

the nose or ear to be cut off. This punishment of the Indians ordered
by Columbus, was not actuated by any cruel feelings on his part nor was
it an invention of his. It was done in compliance with the Spanish
law of the Code of Valencia and of the Brotherhood.(1).
On April 24, the Admiral, leaving his brother Don Diego in charge
at the colony, departed from Isabella to explore the Island of Cuba.
About May 5 he discovered the island of Jamica(2), and soon after, the
group of islands which he called Queen’s Gardens. He then entered
the gulf of Xagua, which is west of the present city of Trinidad.
Columbus always thought that Cuba was the easterly extremity of
Asia. Hence, when he reached that island, he conceived the idea of
returning to Spain by continuing along its coast. But the condition
of his vessels and the discontentment of his men made him give up this
attempt. Columbus lived and died believing that Cuba was a part of
the Asia Continent.

Towards the end of 1494 the Admiral suffered an attack of lethargy.
His sailors returned to Isabella which they reached on September 29,
1494. On the return voyage the Island of Pines was discovered.
When Columbus awoke from his sickness he found his brother
Bartholomew at his side. Bartholomew had been sent to the aid of
the colony by the monarchs of Spain, and Columbus, knowing his
administrative ability which was greater than that of the Admiral himself, they appointed him to the highest office in the colony, that of Adelan

tado.

Bartholomew’s office was equivalent to that of lieutenant general

and he was subject to none save Columhus.

Reports now reached Isabella of the infamous conduct of Pedro
Margarita and his soldiers who had committeed many excesses upon
the natives and especially upon the Indian females. Margarita even
went so far as to defy Columbus. In his defiance of authority he was
ably seconded by Father Boil. These two culprits did all they could
to overthrow Columbus’ authority and power, which was vested in Don
Diego, Columbus being absent at the time. Fearing for their fate, on
Columbus’ return, these two malcontents seized the ships Bartholomew
had brought from Spain, and with their followers left Isabella to return
to their native country. There they did much harm to Columbus’

popularity and influence.(3)
Columbus now had trouble with Caonabo, one of the neighboring
Indian chiefs who soon attacked Fort Thomas. Being unsuccessful he
tried to take it by famine; but the commander at the fort, Ojeda, was

equal to the emergency and Caonabo had to quit his attempt.
(1)
(2)
(3)

Luccii Marinei Siculli, De Rebus Hispaniae, lib. xix.
Tarducci; Irving; Knight; Markham; Major.
Tarducci.

Later on,
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Ojeda by a stratagem captures Caonabo. The savages then poured
forth to avenge the capture of their chief. They were successfully repulsed by Ojeda in a battle on which bloodhounds played a prominent
part.
Toward the end of 1494, Antonio Torres arrived from Spain with
provisions. He also brought a letter from the Spanish Sovereigns in
which they placed implicit trust in Columbus.(1) But this merited
trust in Columbus was, “‘soon to be blighted by the insidious reports
of worthless men.’’(2)
Columbus, to repay the confidence of his Sovereigns, sent precious
metals, plants, spices, etc. back to Spain. He also sent five hundred
of his Indian prisoners, whom he suggested might be sold as slaves in
the markets of Spain. For this act he has often been called a slavedriver. Irving and Tarducci say that there is no reason for giving him
this epithet. It was the custom of the times that prisoners be sold as
slaves, and Columbus merely followed this custom. Las Casas also
excuses Columbus’ action.(3).
A confederation of Indian tribes was now formed against the Admiral. He left Isabella, (March 21, 1495) and completely routed the
Indians in a battle which was fought where the present town of St. Jago
is situated. Columbus now subjugated the natives and imposed tribute
upon them.(4)
But while the great discoverer was trying to remedy the evils produced
by the misconduct of Margarita and Father Boil, these two miscreants
were defaming his name at the Spanish Court. The Sovereigns sent
Juan Aguado to investigate the charges, who on arriving at Isabella
treated all with arrogance, even Bartholomew himself. Columbus was
absent at the time, but on hearing of Aguado’s arrival, returned to the
colony. All expected a stormy interview between the two men, but
here Columbus showed his sterling character. Says Irving: ‘“‘“‘His
(Columbus) natural heat and impetuosity had been subdued bya life
of trials; he had learned to bring his passions into subjection to his
judgment; he had too true an estimate of his own ability to enter into a
contest with a shallow boaster like Aguado; above all, he had too true
a respect for his sovereigns, for in his enthusiastic spirit, prone to deep
feelings of reverence, his loyalty was inferior only to his religion. He
received Aguado therefore with grave and punctilious courtesy, *’and
“‘assured Aguado of his readiness to acquiesce in whatever might be the
will of his Sovereigns.’’(5)
Navarete, Col. Dipl., Doc. Ixxix, lxxx.
Irving’s “Life of Columbus,” bk. 8, p. 322.
— Casas, Hist. Ind., tom. i., cap. 122MS.
rving.
;
Irving’s ‘Life of Columbus,’’ Bk. 8, page 341.
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Aguado continued his arrogant conduct and the Admiral’s mildness
was attributed by his enemies to a loss of moral courage. Columbus

feeling that he ought to return to Spain to defend himself, resolved to
set out immediately. But a hurricane destroyed all the ships except
the Nina, which however had to be repaired. A new caravel, the
Santa Cruz, was built. Shortly after the mines of Hayna were discovered, and Columbus and Aguado left Isabella for Spain. The admiral appointed his brother Bartholomew as ruler of the colony during
his absence. On April 20, they passed the island Guadaloupe. The
return was acccomplished in safety, and on June 11, 1496 they reached

Cadiz.

.

Envy and malice had undermined Columbus’ influence in Spain.
It was a sight to commend pity that greeted the town of Cadiz on the
Admiral’s return. He and his sailors were feeble, wretched and emaciated by disease. The Spanish Sovereigns sent him a gracious letter,
asking him to come to court as soon as possible. He set out to meet
the king and queen who received him kindly and treated him with
distinguished favor.(1) No mention was made of the charges of Margarita and Father Boil.
Encouraged by his reception, Columbus immediately proposed a
third voyage. King Ferdinand was in need of money and hoped to
secure it from the colonies. He therefore countenanced a third voyage

and ordered six million maravedis ($86,956) to be advanced to the discoverer. Numerous delays and indifferences were committed on the
part of the king, and it was not until the spring or 1497 that Columbus

received serious attention.
At this time, Columbus made his will which admirably portrays

his sterling character.

In this will ample provision are made for both

his sons Ferdinando and Diego.

Bartholomew, his brother, also, was

remembered.
‘“‘He ordered that a tenth part of the revenue, coming from the

Mayorazgo should be devoted to charitable purposes,’’ and that a fund
for the conquest of Jerusalem be established from the estate. His heirs
were also commanded, “‘should any schism arise in the Church, * * * * *
to devote their person and property to defend the Church. Next to
the service of God, he (Columbus) enjoins loyalty to the throne.’’(2)

Queen Isabella now appointed Juan Rodriguez de Fonseca, Bishop
of Badajos, to make out the necessary contracts for a third voyage.
Fonseca was an enemy of Columbus and delayed proceedings. ‘‘Colum-

bus bore them all with silent indignation.’’

Ximeno Breviesca, a

creature of the Bishop, also abused the Admiral, and when the discoverer
(1)
(2)

Navarette, Columbus Dipl., Doc. ci
‘‘Will of Columbus.” See Tarducci’s “Life of Columbus.’’

See “‘Irving’s Life of Columbus.”’
\
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was about to leave on the third voyage, spoke so insultingly to him that
he forgot his usual self-command, attacked Ximeno, kicking and striking
the tormentor.(1)
Columbus soon recognized his mistake, and ina letter to the king
and queen, begged them not to think ill of him; but, according to Las
Casas, ‘‘the unfavorable impression, made on the Sovereigns by this act,
was the cause of the humiliating measures they afterwards took against
him.”
THIRD VOYAGE OF CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS.
On May 30, 1498, Columbus set sail from San Lucar with six vessels
on his third voyage of discovery. Reaching Terro, he dispatched three
of hs caravels to Hayti (Hispaniola) with provisions. On June 27 they
passed the Cape de Verde Islands. After securing an amount of provisions the fleet put out to sea. But the course was changed to a southwestward direction, and on July 31, 1498, land was sighted. This proved
to be a most providential occurrence as only one keg of water was left
on board the ships. Columbus, excited by religious motives, called the
discovered island La Trinidad, which name it retains to the present day.
Soon after, the mainland of South America was discovered. The Admiral,
thinking it to be an island, gave it the name of Isla Santa. This is the
part of that continent, lying directly below the present island of Trinidad.
The fleet next entered the Gulf of Paria and thence the islands of Concepcion (now Granada) and Mayo Asuncion (now Tobago) were discovered.

The Admiral continued to cruise along the shore, and soon

reached the islands of Margarita and Cubaguo.
Columbus was now suffering from the gout and from a malady of his
eyes. He therefore hastened to Hayti where he arrived a wreck of him‘self, haggard, emaciated and almost blind. Age, infirmity, a broken
constitution, sickness, malady and partial loss of eyesight had so wasted
his body that he wasa pitiable sight to look at.(2)
On reaching San Domingo, (Bartholomew had abandoned Isabella

and established San Domingo as his headquarters), Columbus was

mortified to find that his authority had suffered a severe set-back during
his absence, and that the men were in an organized state of rebellion.
The prime mover in the mischief was Francisco Roldan, a man under the

deepest obligations to Colombus.

The Admiral had found Roldan in

poverty and obscurity and had raised him to a position of honor and
authorit(3)
y.

Rolden was one of those base spirits which grow venomous in the
sunshine of prosperity. His benefactor (Columbus) having returned to
Spain, apparently under a cloud of disgrace, a long interval had elapsed
(2)

Fernando Colombo, cap. Ixxii.

‘Narrative of the Admiral.”
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without tidings from him; he considered hima fallen man and began to
devise how he might profit by his downfall.’’(1) Shortly after revolting
against Bartholomew, Roldan left the colony of San Domingo and established himself in that portion of the island called Xaragua. To
further harass*the Adelantado, (Bartholomew) Roldan started an Indian
insurection against him, at the head of which was a certain chief called
Guarionex: Bartholomew advanced against Guarionex and the chief
fled. Roldan also tried to capture Fort Conception, a fort which Bartholomew had established near San Domingo. This was only one of a
strong of forts which Bartholomew had ordered built, but being unsuccessful, he continued to make trouble for the Adelantado on other ways.
Hence, when Columbus arrived at San Domingo, instead of finding a
place or tranquillity, that which his body desired, he found a colony of
perpetual discontent and trouble.
The first thing the Admiral resolved to do was to bring order in the
rebellious colony.
The first efforts of reconciliation with Roldan were
futile. Columbus then sent letters to Spain explaining the trouble in
the colony. ‘‘He implored their Highnesses not to listen to the base
insinuations that were made to ruin him in their opinion, reminding

them that he was absent, exposed to envy, and a foreigner.(2)

Roldan

and his confederates also sent letters back to Spain, filled with gross lies

and calumnies. They represented their cause as being a just one, and
even went so far as to picture themselves as rebels for the cause of justice.
The Admiral held several conferences with Roldan, but that mis-

creant continued his arrogant demands and conduct, refusing to conciliate.
Columbus agreed to follow some of the rebellious leader’s conditions, but
to satisfy all of his arrogant demands was impossible.(3) Finally, two
of Columbus’ men, Diego de Salamanca, his major-domo, and Alonzo
Sanchez de Carvajal, a faithful follower of the great discoverer, were
sent to Roldan to agree on terms of settlement. Roldan finally agreed
to the following terms: the Admiral should put at the disposal of the
insurgents in the harbor of Xaragua, two ships in good condition, sufficiently supplied in the opinion of expert sailors, for the return voyage
to Spain, that he should give them an order for payment up to that time,
with letters for the Catholic Sovereigns, showing they had served faithfully; that as a reward for their labor in the government’s service, a
certain number of slaves should be turned over to them as had been done
to others, as many of the insurgents had taken women in various parts
of the island, who had lately or soon would become mothers, they should
be permitted to take them if willing in place of the slaves they were to
have, and the children born of them should be free; that those whose
(2) Las Casas, Hist. Ind. lib. i, cap. clvii.
(3). +Las: Casas,l. c.
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property had been confiscated should be indemnified; that they should
be given permission and opportunity for selling or otherwise disposing
of their property on the island, and be indemnified by the government
for what they should be obliged to leave undisposed of; and finally, that
they should receive a safe conduct in the Sovereigns’ name, and on the
word and faith of a gentleman, according to the Spanish custom, that
neither the Admiral nor any one for him should use the remaining ships
to injure or molest the two in which they were leaving.

Columbus signed these terms and even was willing to grant more
extensive ones to those of the rebels who should remain in the island,
but they all preferred to go with Roldan.
Roldan did not leave as he had intended. The ships he had been

allowed were injured at sea.

The rebels then accused Columbus of

violating his agreement. Rolden himself, seeing that- he could never
secure the control of the colony, wrote to Columbus, asking for a new
agreement. It must be professed that Roldan had a large number of
soldiers, but these were so weakened by their wicked practices that the
rebellious chieftain could never secure a dominating power over the
colony which the Admiral ruled, namely San Domingo. At this time
- the Admiral pecetved a letter from Spain, written by his worst enemy at
Court, Fonseca, “saying that information of Roldan’s insurrection had
been received; but, for the moment, no decision could be made, as their
Majesties wished to examine the matter carefully and apply the
proper remedies.(1) This cold answer worried Columbus. He saw that
his enemy’s false accusations had taken the desired effect. He determined more than ever to affect a reconciliation. He therefore agreed
to the second arrogant terms of Roldan.

These were:

Roldan should send fifteen of his men to Spain by

the vessels of San Domingo; those that remained, instead of the pay
they were entitled to, should receive separate tracts of land to cultivate;
that a proclamation should be issuedin solemn form that all the charges
made against him were based on false reports at the instigation of those

who wished to ruin him (Roldan), and who were enemies of their majesties; that he (Roldan) should be restored to the office of alcalde-mayor.
Such were the humiliating measures to which Columbus had to bow, to
save the rest of the colony.(2)

Says Tarducci: “It is painful to read the details of this ling struggle,
which a man so great and deserving as Columbus, was forced to sustain
against a few wretches who owed to him that had become of any importance. But a powerful wheelis sometimes stopped or turned aside
by a small stick. Who can say that a glorious career of discovery was
(1)

Fernando Colombo, cap. Ixxxiii.
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hindered by this little obstacle in the way? Instead of that, all his
energy and marvelous talent was wasted in fruitless efforts against a
handful of factious men; he was prevented from deriving from Hispaniola
the profit he had promised himself, and which he could have drawn from

it; the little he had begun to derive from it was dissipated; and the
new continent his genius had forseen, on which he had based the hope of
restoring his decayed fortune, remained a glorious field for the labors
and discoveries of those who came after him.”
Roldan, when restored to his office of alcalde-mayor, continued to
display his wicked arrogance. He was granted-land on the Vega where
he took the royal farm, calling it La Esperanza. He was also given tracts
of land in Xaragua. Columbus, though reluctant in granting these
concessions, was compelled to do so for the good of the colony.
The Admiral now wished to return to Spain, but the arrival of four
ships’ from that country, under Ojeda, made him change his plans.

Ojeda had been in Spain at the time of the reception of the letters of
Columbus, in which were glorious accounts of the richness of the northern

part of South America.

Columbus had named it, Paria.

Ojeda’s cu-

pidity was aroused and he immediately secured a license from his frined,
Fonseca, to set sail. On this expedition were Amerigo Vespucci, for
whom the New World was named; Juan de la Cosa, and able marineer;
and Bartholomew Roldan, an experienced pilot. Columbus, knowing
Ojeda’s fierce nature, considered Francisco Roldan the best man to send
to meet the expedition, as the rebel chief being occupied on such a mission, would be less apt to be plotting mischief.(1) Roldan set out to
meet the ships, which had anchored on the coast of Xaragua, and after
seeing the license of Fonseca returned to San Domingo.

Ojeda continued to remain near the coast of Xaragua.

The Admiral

again sent Roldan to Xaragua, but the rebel chieftain was unable to secure
a conferedce with the visitors who moved on to the province of Cahay.
Here a conference was held between these two worthies. Ojeda finally
promised to leave the island but, breaking his promise, Rolden compelled
him to leave a second time. Ojeda then set sail out for some remote
part of the island of Hayti, or perhaps to PortoRico, where he engaged
in carrying off slaves.(2)

At this time another conspiracy was formed against Columbus.
There was on the island a cavalier, Don Hernando de Guevara, cousin
to Adrian de Moxica. Moxica wasa ringleader in the rebellion of Roldan.

Guevara fell in love with Higuenamota, a native girl of royal birth upon
whom Roldan himself had amorous designs.

8
1

2

I rving.
Las s Casas,

lib. i,. cap. 169.

An inimical feeling sprang
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up between the two, and finally Roldan arrested his enemy and sent
him to Columbus.
Moxica, incensed at his cousin’s arrest, started a conspiracy the

object of which was to kill Columbus and Roldan. Fortunately it was
was discovered while the Admiral was at Fort Conception. Recognizing
the necessity of quick and exemplary judgment, the Admiral ordered
Roldan to proceed against the prisoners, and to ‘‘do justice in accordance
with the law.” Roldan immediately ordered Moxica to be hung.(1) .
Columbus is accused of this deed but this is false.(2) The Admiral now
took severe measures against the rest of the rebels. He sent Bartholomew to fight them, who did so, pursuing them into Xaragua, dispersing
them right and left.
The power of faction was now broken up and the colony began to
prosper. Columbus considered this good turn of events due to the intervention of God.(3)
But now let us turn our eyes to Spain. While the great discoverer
was surrounded by rebels on the island, his enemies were undermining
his reputation at the Court of Spain. He was accused of “‘being a new
man, unaccustomed to command, inflated by his sudden rise from ob-

curity; arrogant and insulting towards men of birth and lofty spirit,

oppressive of the common people, and cruel in his treatment of the
natives.”
These calumnies easily influenced the jealous Ferdinand and even
Isabella began to doubt in the conduct of Columbus. The arrival of the
followers of Roldan settled the question. The insidious reports of those
men; the number of slaves they brought, declaring them to have been
sent over by Columbus instead of being captured by themselves, as
most of them really were, made an unfavorable impression on the Sovereigns, and it was decided to send an investigating committee to the
colonies. Some of these slaves were the ones Columbus had been com-

pelled to allow the rebels in his agreement.
The person chosen to head the committee was Don Francisco de

Bobadilla. Oviedo says Bobadilla was an honest and religious man.(4)
but he is rightly represented, and his actions area proof of it, as ‘‘needy,
passionate and ambitious,’’—three traits which surely disqualify him
for the position he was to hold.(5)
In the middle of July, 1500, Bobadilla set sail for San Domingo with
two caravels. He was commissioned to investigate Roldan’s conspiracy

and even to call in the Admiral’s help to do so.(6)
Tarducci’s ‘‘Life of Columbus’’ Vol. 2, chap. 10, page 162. _
Letter of Columbus to the Nurse of Prince Juan, Hist. del Almirante, cap. 84.
Ovieda, Cronica, lib. iii. cap. 6. Catholic Encyclopedia.
Irving’s ‘‘Life and Voyages of Columbus,’’ bk. 13, chap. One, page 465.
From a letter of the Sovereigns to Bobadilla. March 1499)
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Letters were also sent to various officers in the colony, ‘‘informing
them of the appointment of Babadilla to the government, with full
criminal and civil jurisdiction.’’ Columbus received a letter ordering
him and his brother ‘‘to surrender the fortresses, ships, houses, arms,

ammunition, cattle, and all royal property into the handsof Bobadilla
as Governor, under penalty of incurring the punishments to which those
subject themselves, who refuse to surrender fortresses and other trusts

when commanded by the Sovereigns.(1)
Bobadilla arrived at San Domingo, August 23, 1499.

Before he

had even heard one bit of evidence he decided on the guilt of Columbus,

not that he had reasons to believe Columbus guilty but simply because
he was prejudiced against him.(2) Columbus was absent at the time,
as also was Bartholomew.
command.

Don Diego, the Admiral’s brother was in

Bobadilla entered the colony and took absolute charge,

abusing powers which he was granted only on condition that Columbus
was found incompetent and unfit to rule.(3).
The Investigator immediately sent a summons to Columbus, who
was then at Fort Conception, to appear before him. In the meantime
he cast Diego into prison. Columbus set out for San Domingo, resolved
to submit to the orders of the queen as given by her representative in

the person of Bobadilla.

Immediately after his arrival he was cast into

prison. ‘He bore all with silent dignity, not condescending to utter a
word of complaint’’(4)._ Bartholomew, arriving at the colony soon after,
was also cast into prison.
Christopher, Diego and Bartholomew were then transferred to the
caravel, Gorda, to be sent back to Spain in chains. Alonzo Vallejo and
Andres Martin, respectively captain and owner of the vessel, came to
Columbus and offered to remove the chains. He replied, ‘‘No! I am
grateful for your good will, but I cannot consent to what you propose.
Their Majesties have written to me to submit to everything Bobadilla
might command in their name; and it was in their name that he loaded
me with these chains; and I will carry them until the king and queen

gives orders to take them off.

And I will keep them in future as a

monument of the recompense bestowed on my services Columbus was
therefore confined in chains while on the return journey.(5)
It is sorrowful to read how Columbus, the discoverer of the new
world, was ill treated in the land which he had discovered, and sent back
from it as a criminal. He was accused of all conceivable crimes and
outrages. “‘There was made against me,’’ he said, ‘‘a judicial inquiry
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Letter of the Sovereigns to Bobadilla, dated March 21, 1499.
Irving’s ‘“‘Life and Voyages of Columbus,’’ Vol. 13, chap. 2.
Catholic Encyclopedia, R. H. Major’s “‘Select Letters of Columbus.’’
Markham’s “Life of Columbus, ’’Chap. ll, page 206.
Las Casas, Hist. Ind., lib. i., cap. clxxx.

Introduction, page Ixx
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into misdeeds, the like of which wére never invented in hell.’’(1) Bobadilla accepted every accusation that was made against the Admiral, not
that any of them were true, but that he wished to degrade him as much
as possible. On the other hand, Roldan, Guevara and the rest of the
wicked rebels were set free, even honored.
The return voyage began on October, 1500, and on November 20,
1500, the fleet entered the harbor of Cadiz. Here Columbus sent a
letter to Dona Juana de la Torre, formerly the governess of Prince Juan,
and still a great favorite of the queen. He knew this letter would reach
the ears of his Soverigns, this being what he wanted. In this missive
he admirably describes the seriousness of the calumnies brought against
him. He says, ‘‘They have tried to give me so bad a name, that if I
build churches and hospitals, they will call them dens of robbers.”’ He
also bewails his present state, not so much for himself, but because he
would not be able to carry out the second greatest project of his life—the
deliverance of the Holy Sepulcher by means of money secured from the

colonies.(2)
Isabella was grieved and indignant at the plight of the Admiral, and
ordered the chain to be removed. She also sent a gracious letter, inviting him to court, and at the same time ordered two thousand ducats

to be given to him to secure an appearance suitable to his rank.

Colum-

bus presented himself before the Sovereigns at Granada, December 20,
1500. The king and queen were deeply moved and the great discoverer
falling on his knees, could not speak on account of his tears and sobbing.(3)
The Spanish Monarchs assured Columbus that the harsh treatment
shown him was not in accord with their wishes. It may here be mentioned that Isabella was candid in her statements and really was sorry
for Columbus. Ferdinand, although he condemned the cruelty shown
the admiral, was not very friendly with him.
Columbus was soon vindicated of the charges brought against him.(4)
Bobadilla who was displaying more and more his utter lack of adminis-

trative powers, coupled with his cruelty, was removed from his position
which was given to Nicholas de Ovando. Ovando was given thirtytwo large and magnificant vessels, plenty of provisions, and a full number
of men, among whom was Las Casas, the eminent historian. It surely
have caused much grief to the great discoverer to see the magnificence of
this fleet compared with the small squadron with whichhe had to accomplish his voyages of discovery. The Admiral protested against the
Letters of Columbus to the Nurse of Prince Juan.
Tarducci’s ‘‘Life of Columbus,”’ Vol. 2, chap. 13, page 192.
Herrera, dec. i., lib. 4, cap. 10.
ee
(4) As ample space can not be given to the vindication of these chargesin their relative position
without oe the sequence of ideas I have treated them extensivelyin my Appendix. See Appendix, page

Ce
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appointment of Ovando as infringing on his rights. Ovando’s powers
were then limited to the space of two years.
Columbus, relieved of his cares, now gave this thoughts to the project of the recovery of the Holy Lands. He devoted much of his time
to the study of the Holy Scriptures, ably assisted by Gaspar Gorricio,
a Carthusian monk. The result of his labor was the work which he ~
entitled, ‘‘Manipulus de auctoritatibus dictis aé sententiis et prophetiis

circa materiam recuperandae sanctae civitatis et montis Dei Sion,” now
called, ‘‘The Profecias,’” The object of this work was to stir up enthusiasm for a new crusade.
_ After the completion of this work, Columbus’ mind again turned to
his discoveries, and to the possibility of a strait of land existing to the
west of the island of Jamaica. This shows the scientific insight of the

Admiral as he had conceived of what is now the Isthmus of Panama.(1)
He was so influenced by his reasoning that he besought the Sovereigns
to fit him out for a fourth voyage. Despite the objections of Fonseca

and other members of the Council, Ferdinand and Isabella promised to
give him the desired fleet.
In the autumn of 1501, the great discoverer set out for Seville to

prepare for his fourth and last voyage. Before doing so he informed the
Bank of St. George of Genoa concerning the disposition he had made in

his will, to found a fund for the relief of the poor of his native city.
Washington Irving justly describes this as a truly patriotic offering.(2)
The Admiral also dispatched a letter to his son Diego, giving him much
paternal and exemplary advice. Having secured four caravels, Columbus
left Cadiz, May 9, 1502, on his fourth and last voyage. of discovery.
(1)

Las Casas; Herrera; Fernando Colombo.

Appendix
Article

Accusation brought against Columbus on his return

Five

from his third voyage.
The accusations brought against Columbus’ administration in
the colonies may be classed under three heads :—
(a) Inflexible harshness and cruelty.
(b) Attempts on the freedom of the Indians.
(c) Want of administrative knowledge and capacity.

I shall treat them in the order given above.
(a) Under the first title comes the complaints brought against him
on account of his action, compelling the hidalgos to perform servile
labor; harshness to Bernal Diaz; and the execution of Adrian Moxica.

Columbus was absolutely compelled to command the hidalgos to
perform servile work.
chose to work.

It was a case of work or starve; the Admiral
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Diaz was at the head of a conspiracy against the government of the
colonies. In modern times traitors and conspirators are punished with
execution, a remnant of ancient justice, a notable example of which was °
the conspiracy and subsequent results of Catiline’s conduct. Columbus

merely sent Diaz back-to Spain to undergo trial for his crime.

He was

too lenient rather than too harsh.

Columbus did not order the execution of Adrian Moxica. He
commanded Roldan ‘‘to do justice according to the law’’. Moxica
was guilty of treasonable plans to kill Columbus. Was not Roldan
justified in using capital punishment? Columbus himself says he did
not order Moxica’s execution. ‘‘The alcalde (Roldan) seized
him (Moxica) and a part of his band and the fact is that he did
justice on him without my having ordered it’’.(1) La Casas has
this to say concerning the charge of harshness and cruelty. ‘“The charge
of rigor and cruelty imputed to the Admiral had their origin, in
great part, in Don Bartholomew’s just severity.’’ (2) But on the
authority of The Catholic Encyclopedia, I do not think that Columbus
was entirely free from this charge and some of the cruelty towards the
Indians was authorized by: him.(3)
(b) As I have already shown, the men captured in battle, could be
sold as slaves according to the custom of the times. Columbus did not
exercise the fullness of his prerogative but restricted the enslavement of

the Indians to such ‘‘as were taken in arms against the Spaniards
or found guilty of great crime against them.’’(4) The great
discoverer never had a slave and Fonseca, the man who preferred the
charges against him, had two hundred of them.(5). When we find the
Sovereigns of Spain exercising the custom of enslaving prisoners, it is not
surprising that Columbus considered himself to have that privilege. In
conclusion, it is a well known fact that the natives who were sent back
to Spain by the Admiral, were transported for religious motives of conversion, which, however, was not imposed upon them against their will.
All historians will admit that Columbus committed no willful crime and

hence does not deserve the epithet of a slave-driver.
(c)

Columbus was certainly lacking in administrative ability, in

the extremly trying situations that were forced upon him.

But

to defend him, I will answer with a question. Would others, in the
same position and under the same circumstances, have done

better?

Many would not.
Letter of Columbus to the Nurse of Prince Juan.
ias: Casas, Hist.” Ind: -lib. -1., icap. xxix,
See Catholic Encyclopedia.

Herrera, iedc. i., b. 4., cap. 4.
Charlevoix. Hist. Saint-Dominque, liv. v.
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The will of Columbus is dated at

Six.

Seville, Feb. 22, 1498.(1) In it are portrayed the religious
convictions and aspirations of the great Admiral of the ocean.
I will not insert the will in full but will confine myself to the most admirable and most exemplary of its passages. It begins thus:—
“In the name of the Most Holy Trinity, whoinspired in me the
idea, and afterwards rendered it perfectly clear to me, that I might sail
and reach the Indies from Spain, crossing the ocean to the westward
/* * * * *’’ Columbus then goes on to tell of his trials, of finally being
accepted by the Spanish Monarchs, and of his subsequent discoveries.
We then come to a passage which clearly shows that Columbus was animated by religious sentiments and purposes in his discoveries.
“‘Since it becomes every man of position and property to serve God

either in person or by means of his wealth, and as money deposited in
the Bank of St.George is perfectly safe, Genoa being a noble and powerful
city; and as at the same time when I undertook to set out for the Indies,
I had the intention of supplicating the King and Queen of our Sovereigns,
to devote to the conquest of Jerusalem whatever money should be drawn
from the Indies themselves, and as I have made them this request: if

they do so, it is well, otherwise, and in any event, the said Diego (his
son), or whoever may succeed him, shall collect all the:-money he can,
and follow his lord the King, if he should go to conquer Jerusalem, or
else to there himself with all the force he can raise; and executing this
design, it will please the Most High to assist him to bring it to an end;
and if he is not in condition to conquer the whole country, he is sure to
conquer at least part of it. Let him, therefore, collect all his wealth in
the Bank of St. George in Genoa, and leave it there to multiply until he is
able to do something in regard to the project concerning Jerusalem; for
I firmly believe that their Highnesses, when they see this project in contemplation, will want to carry it out themselves, or at least will grant
him, as their servant and vassal, the means of carrying it into effect.”’
Columbus then goes on to say: “I ordain that if, for the chastisement of our sins, any schism should come to be in the Church of God, and
any person of any rank or nation whatsoever should endeavor by violence
to deprive it of its privileges and possessions, the said Don Diego (his
son), or whoever shall possess the said Majoratus, do immediately, under
pain of disinheritance, put himself at the feet of the Holy Father (unless,
indeed, the latter should have turned heretic—a thing which God will
not permit), and offer himself and his dependants to do him service with
all their resources, with arms and money, interest and principal, to crush
the schism and prevent spoilation of the Church.’’(2)
(1) That the will is genuine is beyond doubt but there seems to be a mistake in the date.
In
the will the Prince Don Juan is mentioned as being still alive, whereas he had died on Oct. 4, of the year
1497. Therefore the most probable date is Feb22, 1497.
(2) ‘*Coleccion Diplomatica,’’ docum. 126.
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“T also order Diego, my son, or whosoever may inherit after him, to
spare no pains in having and maintaining in the island of Hispaniola,
four good professors of theology, to the end and aim of their studying
and laboring to convert to our holy faith, the inhabitants of the Indies;
and in proportion as, by God’s will, the revenue of the estate shall increase, in the same degree shall the number of the teachers and devout
increase who are to strive to make Christians of the natives, in attaining
which, no expense shall be thought too great.”’

Oo

f

War!
¥

OOO
GERALD E. DUNNE, ’16.
WAR, yes; war.

It ever has been, is now, and ever shall

- be a necessary evil.

Disarmament, and universal peace

questions should have been relegated to the “joke
pile’ long since.
It is about time for the little town newspaper to
quit pulling out the tremolo stop and giving its readers
those melodorously mellow editorials about the brotherhood that will
some day exist betwten nations, and about war being an evidence of the
latent animalism in man, and many other over-ripe sayings along the
same time.
However, it is hardly justifiable to ask ‘‘small-fry’’ to mend their
ways when writers like Victor Hugo wrote in a manner that would lead
the suspicious reader to believe he was addicted to the use of opium,

Listen to Victor.
“A day will come when the only battle field will be the market open
to commerce and the mind open to new ideas. A day will come when
bullets and bombshells will be replaced by universal suffrage of nations,

by the venerable arbitration of great sovereign senate, which will be to
Europe what the parliament is to England, what the diet is to Germany,
what the legislative assembly is to France. A day will come when a
cannon will be exhibited in public museums, just as an instrument of
torture is now, and people will be astonished how such a thing could have
been. A day will come when these two immense groups, the United
States of America and the united states of Europe shall be seen placed
presence of each other, extending the hand of fellowship across the ocean.”’
Oh Morpheus, what a dream! It may not sound well for us to
take Victor Hugo into judgment, but remember we are not criticising
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him froma literary standpoint. His success as a prophet, and his com-_
mon sense are the only two points in his punctuated make us that are
being called who question here. Think of it, Hugo write this sublime

piece of nonsense during the lifetime of Napoleon, when he, Napoleon,
by his every action was denying that laws, human or divine, were made
for him.
The powers then should not have united to add their share to the
ruin already wrought. They should not have united to maintain their
rights and so repel invasion. _They never should have displayed their
latent animalism by arranging themselves in battle array as a protecting
barrier between the lawless spoiler and the weak. Nor should they have
handed Napoleon a Waterloo. No; they should have built a Peace
Palace at The Hague and invited Monsieur Bonaparte to a pink tea, or
a grape juice supper. A few quaffs of either beverage and a gentle remonstration from one of William Jennings Bryan’s progenitors would
have undoubtedly transformed that colossus of ambition back again to
a guileless Corsican.
.
’
War isa terrible thing, no doubt, so is the penitentiary ‘and the
electric chair, but not so terrible, indeed, as treachery, murder and assassinations, impelled by inordinate ambition and greed. We can prate of
peace arbitrations, and of settling difficulties between nations by “brains
not bullets,’’ but if intellect and argumentation could have alleviated
oppression, the half-starved American Colonists would never have

battled for seven long years against the stall-fed hirelings of George III.
Edmond Burke, one of the cleverest orators of the age, talked to the

King and the English Parliament in terms so reasonable that he proved
them to be either a set of stupid beef-eaters, proof against the ‘‘onslaught of brain,’’ or a gang of avaricious despots who could be reasoned
with only in “‘terms of bullets’’, for his warning words of wisdom bounced

off the regal ivory like hail off a slate roof.

Then only came the De-

claration of Independence and war.
:
The Colonial Fathers did not go to war because they were prepared
for it. Patrick Henry states, very clearly in his ‘“‘Give me liberty or
give me death”’ speech, that they were not prepared for war, but nevertheless the time had come when it was absolutely necessary to free
themselves from the galling yoke of an unapproachable tyrant. What
Washington should have done, instead of storing arms and ammunition
at Concord, is to have disarmed, that is, turn over his poor little arsenal
to the first ship load of Hessians that landed from the Old World. Then,

by following the arbitration scheme, at the end of seven hundred years,
if we Americans were to have as much good fortune as did the Irish, we
would succeed, at the end of that time, in squeezing a Home Rule bill
through both houses.
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Another beautiful dream; isn’t. it? Sherman was talking from experience when he said ‘‘War is Hell.”’ And yet, hell was created for
the bad angels, but man was bound to go there when millions of angels
feared to tread. Washington had the right idea when he said: ‘The
way to keep peace, is to be prepared for war.’’ Just as long as man is
human, just as long will he fall intoerror. Therefore keep the watchtowers manned, and let the scabbard of prudence keep the protecting
sword of justice ever bright; for war has been, is now and ever shall be
a necessary evil.
ing

.

JouHNn KLINE, ’16.

kas}ODAY, Europe, the home of learned doctors, the receptacle for the works of Art and Science of the past ages,
the school-house that gives the better polish, is torn
asunder by war, the legalized fratricide of civilized man.
The study and perfecting of the Arts, the investigations of Science have been thrown aside, the ground
has been left untilled, the industries are silent, the wheels of law refuse
to turn, the scales of justice are far from balanced, education and spiritual

obligations are neglected, the government is demoralized, while the
learned doctor, the humble peasant, the machanic, the statesman, the
judge, the pedagogue and the man of leisure have shouldered their
rifle and gone forth to kill their*brothers.
Wives are made widows, children orphans, and each mother is
forced to see her son, her pride, fall in the dust, a victim of the enemy’s
bullets. All that is left of the higher type of civilized man seems to have

vanished. The only factory that runs is the one that makes implements
of warefare.
Everywhere, even in far Japan, we hear of war, while less than six
months ago we read of the great strides the nations of the World had
made or had pretended to make towards the ideal, the universal peace.
The Peace Palace at the Hague has ever been, since its erection, one of
the places of interest on the tourists’ schedule. There they would go to
see the witness of architecture, telling in its mute way the Christian

endeavor of humanity toward the ideal. They would ponder with
themselves and think that somehow this old World of ours was getting
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better and would renew their resolutions to do better. Those who
could not view the Palace of Peace were filled with the same resolutions
by seeing the great men of the world in all walks of life take up the crusade

for peace.

They noted how Andrew Carnegie, the American Steel King

and armor plate manufacturer was seen among the leaders in the movement.
They would remember how the Master loves peace and how
during His brief stay on earth He was ever preaching of brotherly love.
Ah! were those but days of dreams, of poetical fancy, when we
thought we were approaching nearer a Christian ideal? Have all our
efforts been in vain? Has this international peace movement been but
one grand hypocrisy?
We are forced to doubt the sincerity of mankind for betterment.
We remember how Carnegie, while advocating peace, never lost a sale
of armor plate for a super-dreadnaught. We find many of the men who
taught the principles of peace, who tried, as they said, to teach us to
lead better Christian lives, either on the firing line or inventing some
instrument whereby more men can be sent to eternity.
Again we note that some few men in this great country of ours,

even in spite of our declaration of neutrality, have sent arms and ammunition to European nations in order to gain a few dollars.
they?

What care

As*it now looks, there is little danger of their powder and rifles

injuring them or theirs.

It seems at first glance that the world’s great men are all hypocrites,
that they do not believe in their own teachings; but no, at least one of

the world’s great men even in the hour of death and in face of political
opposition has not forgotten his Christian teachings. That man is the
head of the greatest, freedom loving people on Earth, the most sincere

patriots.

Heis the chief executive of a Christian nation,he is Woodrow

Wilson, President of the United States of America.
He has appealed to the American citizens to take no side in the
European conflict. He has issued a call to arms, a call to enlist in the

army of peace, and we as true patriots, as true Americans should give
our services and give our energy, our vitality, our mental ability to keep
the Golden Peace and try and have Europe realize the same.
“We've got it, let’s keep it.”
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their ambitions and their courses crossed.’

.

This is

brief is the cause of the present war. The killing of
Archduke Francis Ferdinand and the subsequent
events were only a pretext—at most a minor cause.
There were too many powerful nations on too close

proximity. Two of them were in the process of expansion, each looking
for an outlet to the sea. Russia wished to push to the Atlantic through
Norway and Sweden, and to the Mediterranean through the Balkans.
The ambition of Germany was to gain access to the Atlantic through
Belgium or Holland, and to the Mediterranean by way of the lower
Balkans. It was in the Balkans, in Servia, where their paths crossed.
England and France would not see the balance of power in Europe destroyed, and were thus drawn into the conflict.
Public opinion in this country seems to be against the Germans, due
mostly toa dislike of the militarism and also to their violation of Belgium’s neutrality. The adherents of the Fatherland, however, are many
and loyal, and are sincerely hoping for a victory for the Dual Alliance.
Most people, however, are not so much concerned with the immediate
outcome of the war, but with a more remote result—the result upon
Europe, “America and even Western Civilization. The purpose of the
article is therefore to make a few observations as to what will probably
happen in case the Allies should win, or in case the Dual Alliance should
emerge victorious.
The alliance of England and France with Russia is a strange and unnatural alliance, and will last only so long as the one interest whidh they
have in common(the subduing of Germany and Austria) is accomplished.
If the Allies are victorious, there will be three powerful nations to divide
the spoils: France is certain to demand Alsace Lorraine; England and
Russia, if they do not claim territory, will demand an indemnity so
huge that it will be virtually ruin both Germany and Austria. Germanydefeated would most probably mean Germany-dismembered. England
would be ever vigilant lest Germany again rise to power.
For years the nightmare of Europe has been a Slavonic movement
westward. The prophecy of Napoleon concerning not only the Cossacks,
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but the Chinese, has ever been borne in mind. Such a movement is not
only possible but very probable. A victory of the Allies may mean that
Russia, already started, would continue her westward advance. Eng-

land, France and the other European countries, in the interest of Europe
and Western Civilization would be forced to turn against Russia.
Germany and Austria, from a military and geographical standpoint,
present a formidable barricade against such an invasion. But with
these countries greatly weakened, their power almost annihilated, the
task of the defenders of Europe would be almost hopeless.
Then if Europe would succeed in hurling the Cossacks back beyond
the Dneiper, there would still remain two powerful nations supreme in

Europe—France and England.

Sucha condition could not last long exist.

France and England, hereditary foes, would soon be at each other’s

throats; and only after one or the other country is subdued—France
most probably—could we expect permanent peace in Europe.
_
A victory for the Dual Alliance would mean a temporary check and
perhaps a permanent blockade against an invasion of Europe, whether
Slav, Chinese or any other hordes from the Orient. The close friend-

ship and harmony with which Germany and Austria worked together,
along with their strong military power, would give Europea strong feeling
of assurance from foreign intruders.
:
Again, a victory for the Dual Alliance would mean the reduction

of the power of England and France, at least in their influence in Europe.
Germany will then remain as the one really powerful nation on the
Continent, which would most likely assure permanent peace in the Old
World. And here it may be added that permanent peace will exist in
Europe on one condition only, and that is: that there be one country so
powerfully superior as to be recognized as such by the other countries.
And finally, the triumph of the Dual Alliance may result in the realization of a fong world dream—a United Europe.
The outcome of the war will effect America no matter which side
wins.
If the Allies win, England will eventually become supreme in
Europe—if Europe be not overrun by invaders from the East. She will
also maintain her supremacy upon the sea. England and the United
States have clashed before and may do so again. If such a thing would

happen we would be confronted by an enemy at our door, and we would
have to defend not only our coast but also our Canadian border. Japan
so far has not been very active in the war, but in victory may prove
rather important.

Japan is a strong ally of England, but none too

friendly to the United States. Counting on so strong an ally, Japan
might not be long in raising trouble with the United States. The affairs
up California, while covered over are not entirely settled and may prove

a source of trouble; while the Phillipines, in our hands, but coveted by
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Japan, might bring on a conflict.
a cause would soon be found.

In short, if Japan really wanted war,

On the other hand, the weakening of England would strengthen
the security of America. England would not be tempted to cause any
trouble, while Japan would hardly attempt anything without the aid of
England. The best of friendship has always existed between Germany
and the United States, and with Germany supreme in Europe and United
States supreme in America, such relations would probably remain.
In case a conflict would come, we have the advantage of not having a
hostile country at our very door.
Briefly then, a victory for the Dual Alliance would seem to further
the best interests of Europe, America and Western Civilization in general.
If a decisive result is not reached, Germany and Austria should at least
not be weakened any more than necessary. They would make western
culture more secure against eastern barbarism; would make for permanent peace in Europe; may tend towards a United Europe, and would
make the position of United States more secure. On the other hand,

should the Allies win, a prolonged war would so weaken Europe. as to
make it susceptible to foreign attack, whilst the future of America peace
would be rather uncertain.
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OT to-night,’’ said Jones, drawing on a raincoat and
selecting an umbrella from the rack. “I’ve another
case which requires immediate attention. ‘Thanks,
though, for the invitation, and also for your important

assistance in my last case.”’

F)

Ng

Wilson tried to say something, but the moan and
downpour of the elements, and the jarring slam of the heavy door cut
him short. He turned moodily and walked toward the library.
“That youngster is a‘comer,’’’ he said as he resumed his seat with
feigned levity. ‘‘He’s both brilliant and active; he’s a man of whom

the City Club should be rightly proud.”’
Wilson paused for a moment, and relapsing into the heavy mood

which he had endeavored to shake off, continued.
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“T made his acquaintance three years ago, but until Tuesday last,
every effort on my.part to learn his real business was entirely fruitless.

Outside the fact that he was connected in some slight way with the
Producers Oil Co., and that he was of a literary turn of mind, I was as
much in the dark on last Tuesday morning as I had been three years
before.
“He had one other peculiarity, however, and that is his faculty of
observation. Surely nature has endowed him with strange and wonderful gifts. He is keenly observant; so much indeed, that not more
than three weeks ago he startled me by a well-put question as to how long
it had been since I had given up amateur boxing.
“Now all you gentlemen know very well that next Thanksgiving

Day will be the tenth anniversary of my winning the ‘Grandy Cup’ over
McArnold.

Well, since that ‘bout’, gentlemen I have not worn a

‘glove’.
=
“This apparently intuitive knowledge on the part of Jones could
not help but arouse in me a righteously indignant curiosity, and I bluntly
asked him how he knew that I had even boxed at all.
“«“The deduction is easy,’ he said laughing at my amazement.
‘The whole story lies in those thick puffy ears of yours. It’s the one
invariable sign.’
‘‘But how did you know that I was not a professional,’’ I urged
growing interested.
‘“‘*Because,’ said he, squinting at me in a sidelong manner, ‘that
light lower jaw of yours would never have stood the prize-pace; and
you have not boxed of late,’ he continued, seeming to read my thoughts,
‘because in the case of an active pugilist the ears, besides being thick

and puffed, lie close to the head.’
“T tried to speak, but again guessing my question, he smiled and
continued.
‘“‘* According to science the human ear, even after the age of ma-

turity, continues to grow throughout life. With this fact in mind, it
is as plain as day that at least six or eight years have passed since you
were a devotee of the ‘manly art’, because your ears no longer lay to
your head as they once did, but stand from it at almost a normal angle.’”’

Wilson’ sgrave manner and serious praise of this strange quality in
our fellow-club-man attracted not a little attention. Several of our
company who had been listlessly leafing over some dusty magazines,

laid them aside and prepared to listen.

The storm outside grew higher

and louder. The wind screamed and the rain beat against the art-glass
window, which trembled menacingly. Wilson lit a cigar, and dreamily
watched the match-stick burn to his finger tips. He leaned forward
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and dropped the bit of carbon upon the brazen ash-tray, and exhaling
an aromatic cloud, continued.
“It was on last Tuesday, as I mentioned before, chat Jones entered
the Statistician’s office and approached my desk. His manner was as
always, pleasant, but serious and full of determination.
“*T would like a little information,’ he said, fumbling in his inside
pocket.
‘Ah! here it is. Volumes ‘B’ and ‘R’ of the Machinists
Union Journal for the years 1912 and 1914.’
“T found for him the desired volumes, and leaving him to suit his
own pleasure, I turned again to my work.
‘For an hour or more he bent eagerly over the journals; apparently
blind and deaf to those about him. His face was flushed, and repeatedly
uttering .unintelligible ejaculations, he consulted his note book.
Suddenly he arose, and without the slightest adieu, hurried from the office.
‘I was somewhat surprised at his abrupt departure. But the slight
feeling of resentment which such conduct occasions was soon forgotten in the rush of business. It was not until five o’clock as I was
closing my accounts for the day, that. the affair was again brought to
my mind by the reappearance of Jones. There was no one else in the
office at that hour, the other clerks having left at four. Jones’ mood
had changed completely; he was almost hilarious.
“Identity is fixed,’’’ he said, speaking from where he stood. And
then advancing, shook my hand warmly and heartily apologized for his
thoughtlessness earlier in the afternoon.
“Come in,’’ I said, throwing open the railing gate and placing a
chair.
“What identity is fixed?
:
“Jones seated himself and consulted his notebook.
‘““Do you remember,’ said he, ‘reading of the body of a man found
murdered in an old barn near the Big Four track, on the night of August
8, 1912?’
‘““*Not the same,’ I asked with some little disgust, ‘that still lies
unburied in the Denby Morgue?’
““The very same,’ said he leaning forward, ‘and if it were not for

that strange process of hardening which took place in the body after
it had been embalmed, I never would have found my all important
link, ‘locus.’

““*Explain yourself,’ said I, somewhat puzzled, ‘I certainly do not
follow you.’

““Jones seemed pleased that he had found in mea willing listener,
and laughing goodnaturedly at my perplexity continued.
““*Tf you remember rightly, the facts were these. The strange case
presented a mystery within a mystery. The body was found in a barn,
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stripped of all clothing, bruised in many places, and stabbed in the left

side. There were indications of a struggle, blood being found smeared
over the manger. as if the victim had endeavored to climb over after
the fatal thrust with the knife had been made. The body was placed
in the Denby Morgue and embalmed. Thousands of people viewed it,
yet if any of them ever recognized it, they refrained from making the
fact known to those in authority. Yesterday, however, a Jefferson
county man, a sugar-beet worker, exclaimed on looking at the body,
‘That man was a Belgian; he worked in the beet fields, and not more
than four years ago made his home at Trenton about four miles from
my place.’
‘Jones stopped speaking as though his story was completed, and
looked at me expectantly, but my phlegmatic mind was not equal to
the occasion.
I grouped helplessly for a moment, and then blurted
out something about, ‘Couldn’t the farmer give you any further en-~
lightenment in the matter?’
“T could see by my guest’s face that he had to struggle hard to
keep from laughing outright at my stupidity. The tips of my ears
tingled and my cheek-bones burned red hot and for the remainder of
the story I was silent.
““*No,’ said he, when he felt that it was safe for him to speak, ‘no
more outside information was needed. The rustic gave me the only
missing link. Place, place from which, sir; with that my theory was
confirmed and I was enabled to proceed.’
Wilson sat erect in his chair and looked about him to reassure him-

self of the undivided attention of his audience.
“And now, gentlemen,” he said, leaning back witha self satisfied
air, “and now comes that wonderful linking together of disconnected
facts, whichin my mind place Francis Jones second not even to Conon
Doyle’s fictitious detective, Mr. Sherlock Holmes.”
‘“‘My deduction,’ continued Jones, his eyes taking on a lynx-like
expression, ‘is that the Belgian was attacked and beaten into insensi-

bility at Trenton (which place of necessity is my starting point) the
object being to secure his savings, which he most probably concealed
about his body in a belt, and that in an endeavor to get at this money

belt, his body was stripped of clothing.

His assailants believing that

they had killed their victim, loaded the unconscious man into a wagon
and hauled him to the old barnin this city, where his nude, beaten and

stabbed body was found. I hinge this belief on the fact that the bruised
spots on the body were found in a congested condition, indicating that

blood had settled there, a condition which would not have obtained had
the man died immediately after having received the blows.
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‘“** After the men arrived in this city it is my belief that the Belgian
regained consciousness, and being in all probability a robust man, put
up a desperate struggle. In this struggle the knife-wound found in
side was undoubtedly made, and from which death no doubt resulted.
Evidently, his assailants then fled, and the dying man in his death agony
endeavored to climb over the manger, thus besmearing it with his blood
The rest waseasy. The fugitives had their loot, and they would squander

it in their own way.

3

‘““* According to the newspaper file at the Trenton Times’ office, a
roulette game was raided on the night of August 9, 1912, just two nights
after the murder. Among the other raid victims, the names of Hans
Binder and Franklin Rillis were mentioned. Binder and Rillis were
machinists by trade, and according to the statements of their fellow
players, the two machinists had been regular frequenters and heavy
losers. However, they had been absent on the night before the raid, and
their reappearance on the night of the ninth was featured by a lavish
display of money, intent upon breaking the house. On being searched
a roll of large bills amounting to $500 was taken from Binder, and $375
from his colleague Rillis. A local inquiry proved that they had left
town shortly after the affair, in all probability out of the fear of detection.
“*Vour records of this afternoon discovered them in Shreveport,
Alabama, in the employ of Schroft’s Construction Company, and paying
dues to the Local Union of that city. A wire has already been sent, and
one received, and as I sit here speaking to you Hans Binder and Franklin
Rillis are detained in the Shreveport city prision, charged with murder
3299
in the first degree.
As Wilson finished speaking, the lobby door opened, and for a
moment the gale whipped and slashed about the dripping garments of
the figure that had entered, and then with a rattling jar that shook the
chandelier above our leader, the heavy portal slammed behind him. It
was Jones. He beckoned to Wilson. A few whispered words were
exchanged, and then with a ‘‘good-night gentlemen”’ the story teller and
the dripping figure vanished into the storm.
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CarL J. RYAN, ’16;

FRANK A. THILL, 14.

s}AST Saturday evening Eugene V. Debs, four time presidential candidate of the Socialist party, spoke to an
audience of one thousand persons in Memorial Hall.
His audience was to a large extent composed of Socialists,
but there were also present quite a number non-So/
cialists, and I was one of them.
During the past several years I had heard quite a number of Socialist

speakers, and had grown quite tired of their monotonous diatribes against
the present system of society. It was only in the hope of hearing
something new, perhaps an exposition of the doctrine of Socialism, that
I went to hear Mr. Debs. I expected that the man who attained such
prominence in his party would present something new, or at least some
new phases of the subject, but in this I was mistaken, and I found out
that Eugene V. Debs was practically no different than the rest of the
Socialists orators. He picked out his subject for attack the Colorado
strike and Mexican War, while the other Socialists had taken some other
strike or trouble. Their line of argument, conclusions and methods of
procedure were the same as his.
It was as an orator that Mr. Debs impressed me most favorably.
Considering the fact that he never had any higher education and that
he is only a former workingman, we must admit that he has risen higher
in the field of oratory than most workingmen‘can hope to rise. However,
it cannot be said that he is a polished orator. There were passages when
he could have grown eloquent and made some powerful impressions upon
his audience, but he failed to grasp the opportunities. His language
was grammatically correct, but devoid of highly polished rhetorical
passages. His address, however, was fairly well sprinkled with choice

phases which drove home some particular point and drew forth the’
applause of the audience.
When speaking, Mr. Debs who is a tall, loose-jointed, but powerful
built man, took a crouching position most of the time. It could have
been used very effectively at certain places, but was entirely out of the
place as his predominating position. On the few occasions when he stood
erect he presented a very commanding figure, and had he stood erect
as much as he crouched, he would have been very impressive.
.
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As an agitator I have heard ordinary soap box orators who were
just as effective—perhaps more so. He managed to win applause from
the audience because the majority were convinced of his ideas before
he started to speak. Had he been speaking before a hostile or even indifferent audience, he woud not have made much of an impression.
It is notsDebs’ personality, but the cause for which he stands, that gives

him such a large following. Almost any other man in his place would.
have the same following.
Bryan in his place would give them all a
mighty hard run for the presidency.

Not much can be said of the economic ideas as shown by his speech,
fo the simple reason that he did not seem to have very many. His
method—the method of all Socialist orators—is to point out and magnify
many of the abuses of the present economic system, then confidently
cla m that Socialism will cure all these evils. Just how Socialism would
do this, Mr. Debs did not take the trouble to say. The fact that he
did not explain the system of Socialism, or give any positive argument
in favor of Socialism, made his economic ideas seem weak.
Mr. Debs was announced to speak upon the Colorado strike, but
he did not devote more than one-fifth of his time to the strike situation.
After paying his: respects to Rockefeller, he jumped from the strike
situation to the Mexican war He spoke against this war and wars in
general, and made light of patriotism. Then he attacked all other

political parties and claimed that they did not represent the interests
of the workers. He asserted that almost all crime is due to the present
economic system. This is, of course, an absurd statement but it is a
eommon theory of the Socialists and he felt safe in uttering it. The
fact that he spoke before a Socialist audience enabled him to make some
rash statements, which otherwise might have been challenged.

From the way in which Mr. Debs went from one subject to another,
it can be seen that it was impossible for him to leavea single, definite
impression—a vital necessity for an orator. His speech did not show
any depth of thought, but it was a mere recital of events, mixed with
some absurd statements, and the same conclusion drawn from each—

that such evils would be impossible under Socialiam.
On the whole, Mr. Debs did not:-live up to my expectations.

I

had heard the same sentiments, couched in different words and illustrated

by different incidents spoken time and time again. He failed to impress
me as an effective agitator or a deep thinker, or as a man who possessed
the correct remedy for the present economic ills of society.
The successful orat‘on must contain a combination of three circumstances or elements: the time, the place, and the man. For a
Socialist orator, this day of bitterness between capital and labor is
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certainly propitious; a mob of uneducated, fanatical followers furnishes
a fair setting; while Eugene V. Debs, nurturing in his bosom all the fury

and hatred of a class-conscious bigot, makes the ideal Socialist orator.
To the student of oratory, the Socialist meeting held at Memorial
Hall presented some very interesting lights. That Debs is an orator is
evident. He is so finished an orator that he dares to disregard many of
the essential demands of public speaking. He stands in a crouching
position almost constantly. However, this produces the desired effect
of earnestness, linked to a toil-bent body. It is off-set only by greater
effect obtained through emphasis as he rises to the full he ght of his
lanky, ungainly six-foot three.

Debs is a skillful master of the English language.

His speech con-

tained all the earmarks of a masterhand. There were times during
his denunciations of the reported outrages of Ludlow Falls when his
long periodic sentences, beginning soft and low like the babbling of the
brook, ended in the mighty roar of a Niagara. He combined humor,

wit and sarcasm so effectively that he was entertaining.

But it is not

the knowledge that he possesses along professional lines thas has made

Debs a national by-word.

It is the comprehensive grasp which he

holds on the character of the working classes that makes him so effective.
Debs knows the sore spots in the laborer’s heart, and he arouses
hell-born fury by continually lifting the scab and showing the workmen
how much corruption lies in the figure of capital. He makes no attempt
to reason or to convince by logical arguments. Instead, he reaches his
end simply bya series of fanatical assertions. That the working man
has grounds for complaining there is no doubt; but it is nothing short of
anarchistic for men like Debs to propagate the spirit of hatred with which
they inoculate the people. Debs in his speech resorted to everything
to show up the capitalist class in the darkest light. During the entire

time of his speech, one hour and three quarters, he did not make the
slightest pretense to offer one practical suggestion for the relief of existing
conditions; nay more, he never mentioned a single remedy, not even
theoretical, that might alleviate labor conditions, but confined himself
exclusively to denunciations of the most bitter character.
Socialists will say it was understood that Socialism will effect the

change? But how? Eugene V. Debs never told how Socialism will
do it. Socialist speakers throughout the land tell us to wait and meanwhile cast our vote for this penacea that will alleviate all suffering.
Are we to suppose that when Eugene V. Debs or some other Socialist

becomes president of this country that a system will be evolved and put in—
practice over night? Hardly. This is the reason we are not voting for
Socialism. So far we have not heard what Socialism really stands for
in this country. Socialism, and Eugene V. Debs, is a mighty hammer;
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it knocks, but that is all. It is a descructive policy with no plan or
hope of reconstruction.
Eugene V. Debs is essentially an agitator, and is to be feared more
on account of his ability to foment discord than because of the movement with which he is identified. Socialism, as we have it, is void of
plan or reason, that its advent is a thing of the dim future. The time
must come when men who preach hatred for their fellow-men and endeavor
to stir up civil strife will be silenced by the state. Speeches like that of
Debs caused the Red Revolution in France.
Like Socialism itself, Debs was full of contradictions. In the same

breath with which he endeavored to inoculate the virus of class prejudice
and class hatred he eulogized Jesus of Narareth, the same Lord that the
Socialist magazine, ‘‘The Masses’’, so blasphemously cartooned. Whom
are we to believe, Debs, the possible believer, or the editor of ‘‘The
. Masses,”’ the scoffer? Does not Debs know that the lowly Nazarene
taught ‘‘Love thy neighbor as thyself?’ It seems not, for in the same
sentence that Debs spoke the name of Christ, he urged the overthrow
of the present social and economic system, a thing that can be accom-

plished only by theft and murder. It is not strange how intelligent
men will let themselves be led about by a trickster? There is only
one possible explanation.

The laboring class today is in a night-

mare, and once awakened its deceived dreamers shall see their folly
and realize the character of that ghost of reform that has disturbed the
slumbering and waking hours of their lives.

CarL J. RYAN, ’16.

ELL, Lawson, what are you going to do?”
“To tell the truth, Wood, I don’t know.”’

“You'll have to decide quickly.

Remember in

this case the sooner you act the more there’s in

absolutely safe and will put you
financially.”’

on

good

it.

footing

“‘But it would mean the absolute ruin of Lambert, and I hate to
treat a friend and former business associate that way, expecially after
all the confidence he has placed in me.”
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Wood grewalittle impatient.
“Friends,’”’ he declared, “count for naught on the Street. When
you’re out to succeed, you can’t reckon on friendship. When your
following the Dollar you’ve got to push aside all who get in your way—

friend and foe alike. Let me tell you a few things. I’ve been here on
the Street for twenty years. I made money and plenty of it; but to do
so I had to crush and ruin. If you want to succeed you'll have to do the
same. They all do. They’ll fight you and you'll have to fight back.
And listen. In the game of the Dollar trust no man. Rely on yourself

and no other.

Forget friends.”’

“But I can’t forsake honor simply to succeed.”’
“Honor,” exclaimed Wood, as his fist jarred the desk, ‘‘there’s no

honor on the Street—none but the honor of the Dollar. If you have it
you’re honored, if not you’re unrecognized. Let me show you something.
_ Wood arose and walked to the window. Lawson followed and Wood
pointed to a number of idle loungers about a bank across the street.
“See those men. They are all alike, all have the same name; each
and every man’s name there is Failure. Go up to any of them; go up
to all of them and ask them why they did not succeed, and they’ll tell
you: ‘We tried to play honestly. We -wouldn’t sacrifice our honor.’
There’s where honor brought them. If you want to play the game, you
follow the rules, and the rules contain no such words as honor and
honesty.”’

Wood returned to his chair but Lawson stood there for some time
looking at the Failures. He drew from his pocket a little card with a
picture of his mother upon it and below he read the little incription: ‘‘Be
Honest to your God, your friends and yourself.’
‘It’s all right’’ then after a pause—‘‘but sometimes it fails,” was
his only comment. He again turned his eyes towards the Failures.
Wood returned and stood beside him.
“See this man coming down the street, the one with the cane and

Champ Clark hat?

That’s Morton. You’ve heard of him;

worth

millions; but he knows no such word as honor—that is when playing the
game. And this one coming in the machine—the big green one—you’ve

heard of him, too, Odgen. He controls millions. One of the most
powerful men on the street—and in the country. Why, Odgen by a
single command could tie up a large part of our industries and do more
harm to business than all the trust legislation that the Democrats could

pass in a dozen sessions. Look up and down the street and see any number
of prosperous looking men.

They’re held in esteem by all; they asso-

ciate with the best of our citizens. Compare them with those,’’ and
Wood pointed to the Failures, ‘‘and take your choice.”’
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Lawson stood there for some time, but at length turned and ‘slowly
walked to his chair.

“‘T guess I'll do it”’ he pondered.
“Very well, let’s get down to business. How much cash have you
on hand?”

“Twelve thousand.”
‘And what are you good for at the bank?

‘About $5000.”
‘“‘Get together every cent you can and buy wheat—all you can buy.
It’s now selling at .70. You’ll advise Lambert to buy heavily in fall
wheat; sell it to him at .85, tell him by next month Kansas wheat will .

sell at from .95 to $1.00.”
“What do you really think it will sell for?”
“As low as .50. With an abundant crop with export trade cut off,
it’s bound to. We must act quickly before the price begins to drop.”
The next day Lawson returned early in the afternoon.
“Did you buy? How much?”

“Twenty-four thousand bushels.”
“Good! Did you write yet?”
“No! Iwanted your advice in a certain question.

Don’t you think

if I were to sell the wheat in your name it would look better.

He knows

I’m not selling wheat. I'll recommend your firm. He doesn’t know any
other New York Brokers and will consequently have to buy from you.”’
“That’s a good idea. Better be quick with the dispatch. We
must send it through by a night letter.”
Lawson began to write and soon handed the letter to Wood.

It

read:
:
New York, Oct. 1, 1914.
Mr. J. C. Lambert,
Topeka, Ka.
Advise you to buy heavily in fall wheat. Now selling at .85.

will sell in Kansas at from .95 to 1.00.
Wood, Brokers.

“Tt’s O. K.

Next:

Recommend Huntington P.

Have 24,000 bushels, now in Chicago.

Lester M. Lawson.
Send it tonight.’’ ordered Wood as he finished

letter.
Lawson sent the letter that night, and the next day received in

reply the following telegram:
Mr. Lester M. Lawson:Topeka, Ka., Oct. 2, 1914.
Buy 24,000 bushels wheat of Huntington P. Wood, am sending
money via W. U.
J. C. Lambert.
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The following day Lawson received a check for $21,012 which was

the price of the wheat, plus his commission.
he madea clear profit of $4,212 on the deal.

It had cost $16,800, thus

Lawson was filled with the first flush of success. He began to
realize why men would sacrifice honor, friends—everything to play the
game successfully. Lawson was so elated that he wished to make

another deal immediately.
“Say, Wood do you know of anything else?”’
“Now, now, not quite so fast. Don’t imagine that because you

pulled off once that you can do it every day.

Just hold to your money

awhile, pay back what you borrowed and keep your eyes open. If
you’re not busy drop around in a week or so. Perhaps something will
turn up.”
Lawson teturned the money that he borrowed from the bank.
For several days he visited the stock exchange but saw nothing that
interested him. A week later he returned to Wood’s office.

“Been doing anything lately?’’ queried Wood.
“Not a thing. How’s prospects?”
“Rather dull,’’ then after a little pause, ‘‘but I’ve some here that
I was about to take. It might interest you.”

“What is it?”
“Pittsburgh Coal & Iron.”’

“Know anything about it?”
“Yes.

I’ve bought it before.

Doesn’t pay so much, but it’s safe

investment.’
“How much on the market?”’
“Twenty-five thousand dollars’ worth. If you can do so I would
advise you to take it all. Dividends will be declared pretty soon. Get
in on the melon. If you want to sell again after that you can always get
out what you put in.”
Lawson reflected for a short time.

““You’ve had experience with it yourself.?”’
“Yes. At one time I bought heavily in it.”
‘“‘And it’s safe?”’
“‘Absolutely.’’
“By the way, I didn’t see anything about it at the Exchange.”
“No, it was not on the market, but if you want it I'll get it for

you.

”

“Who has it now?”
“If you want it, I’ll get it for you” repeated Wood, evading the
question.
.
‘Hold it open awhile’”’ requested Lawson, as he left the office.
Late in the afternoon Lawson returned.
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“T hada little trouble but I managed to get it all together.”’
“Twenty-five thousand?’’
““Yes.’’? Lawson turned over the money to Wood.
“All right. Come around day after tomorrow and I’ll have things

straightened up.”
Lawson left.

The next day he spent at the Exchange, and the fol-

lowing day returned to the office; he received the papers that showed
him to be the possessor of twenty-five thousand dollars’ worth of Pittsburgh Coal & Iron Stock.

He went home and read over the papers to

find out who sold the stock.

The information was lacking.

It simply

said that the stock was transferred from The Pittsburgh Coal & Iron Co.,
to Lester M. Lawson. He thought it rather peculiar, but as curiosity

alone prompted the inquiry he now dismissed the matter without further
- delay.
Lawson spent the next day or so at the Stock Exchange, watching

the prices rise and fall, following the different transactions but partaking
in none. He was listening to a nearby group of brokers discussing the
market. A clerk came out and walked over to the bulletin board, and
hung up a notice.
Lawson gazed at the notice and his gaze turned toa stare. A slight
groan escaped his lips and beads of cold prespiration trickled downthis

forehead.

There on the bulletin board he read.:

Failures of the Day.
Pittsburgh Coal and Iron Co., Assets and Liabilities not known.
Officials declare, however, that after all debts are paid stockholders

will receive practically nothing.
“So that will hit Wood rather heavily,’’ suggested one of the group
of brokers.
“No.

Wood’s all right’ replied another.

‘““How so?

Doesn’t he own about $25,000 worth of Pittsburgh?”

“He did until about a week ago when he loaded it off on some newcomer.”

Lawson turned and with depressed countenance walked away.
He once more took the picture from his pocket and read those few words
again: “Be honest to your God, your friends and yourself.”
“I guess it’s better after all,’’ was his only comment as he sauntered
on dejectedly.
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Need of

We are living in an age when unselfish living is im-

Boosters

perative. Today, there is bitterness to be allayed,
prejudice to be removed and honest publicity to be
secured. Same men must be active in these fields.
The live and alert realize that it is difficult to get concerted action
among any body of individuals. Therefore, when a few men, awake to

the necessity of doing something, step into the active marts in life to
allay bitterness, remove prejudice, and secure publicity for worthy
ends it is worse than rank jealously that prompts individuals to calum-

niate,—it is perverse ignorance and crooked mentality that make possible
this continued ‘‘hammer-throwing’’ which is so common today.
Therefore, join the active forces or give the glad hand to those you

fear to join either through natural reticence or selfish ends.

Remember

that while the active are not always selfishly prudent, they are funda-

mentally and eternally right.
Deserving
Support

St. Mary’s today is educating fully 270 young men

Dayton, and over 200 from other cities. Her faculties
laboring with no hope or purpose of renumeration, have
made possible the present low cost of education at the college. Therefore, we feel that we can come out none too strong and say “we expect
Dayton to patronize anything we offer our patrons.”
This season we are offering an excellent lecture course. It is re-
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ceiving at the present writing passable support, judging from the advance
sale of tickets. Wedo not hesitate to say that St. Mary’s College Hall
should be packed. We therefore, request our readers—parents, friends
and former students—to take this to heart—‘‘ You should patronize the
lecture course offered this season at the college.”
Moreover, we are not asking something for nothing. On the contrary, eight attractions for $1.50, with seats reserved, is full value for
the price asked. St. Mary’s College is doing its duty and doing it well.
Brace up and show your appreciation financially. Money talks!
Key to
Success

The key to success has been variously described to be
that thing or this thing, but it properly is one thing and
one thing only, and that one thing is hard work—work
when you are sick and when you are well, work, work, work; and the
unfortunate fact is, that while hard work is the true and only key to

success, that often and often men and women work and slave through
the years without attaining to any distinctive success.

Still, success is

impossible of achievement in any other way, and when won is all the
more appreciated, all the more enjoyed, all the more worth while.
Hard work is not to be regarded as a curse, as the lecturers sometimes tell us it is; hard work is the greatest blessing ever vouchsafed to
mankind. Everything in nature works; every atom in nature has worked
since the beginning, if there was a beginning; and everything in nature

will continue to work to the end, if there is to be an end. And this
blessing of hard work is the key to all success, moral, physical and spiritual.
THE SAILOR’S VIATICUM
An aged seaman is about to die:

His locks are silvered with the gelid spray
Of arctic waves; an evanescent ray
Of sunny climes still lights the closing eye.
Earth’s cruises are all o’er; the soul must try
Yet one, the last, the most momentous way,
Enveloped in uncertainty’s dim gray,

The boundless sea where spirit-anchors lie!
God’s minister is come;

within his hand

He bears the Bread of Life for passing souls.
The mariner receives his gracious Lord,
Then says, in accents Simeon-like and grand,

Whose echo still upon men’s memory rolls,
“T go in peace: my Pilot is on board!”

°

°

°
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BOARD OF GOVERNORS
Plans
Made

A meeting of the Board of Governors was called for
Monday, Nov. 2. The Managing editor of the Exponent was unable to attend. From_ information
picked up, it appears that tangible plans are being made to boost an

active membership.
We count on everyone doing a share of the work by becoming active

for the good of the Alumni Association and the College. We have the
pleasure of meeting a Princeton Grad of ’76, and find him entertaining
in his never-tiring boosts of Princeton. Alma Mater is a thing dear to
him because he loves old Princeton with her hallowed memories. We
wish some defunct members of the A. A. of S. M. C. would get near him.
They might catch his spirit—loyalty to Alma Mater.

NUGGETS
Victor Smith and Edward Leo won re-election to the
positions of County Surveyor and Sheriff, respectively.

Political
Winners

Both were fought hard above and under board.

Con-

gratulations from Alma Mater.
That position of County Surveyor seems to belong to Class of ’05.
Edward Moritz had it from 1909-13, and Vic’s record will be from 1913"17. Who is next in the Class of 05 to run for the office. Remember
there’s a two-term limit, Alumni, so Vic will willingly turn over the
keys January 1917.
Edward

Ed got back safe and sound from the European War

Connelly, ’13 | Zone.

He is back at the store of P. M. Harman selling

fancy suites of furniture.
and seems delighted with the work.

He gets away with it well

We might ask Ed to give us a story of his experiences in Europe,
only we fear Ed might not agree to get down to pen and ink again. Here’s
hoping that he gets the idea himself and gives us a “‘voluntary”’.

Frank

|

Martin, ’07

Frank Martin is holding down a good position at the
National Cash Register Co., in Dayton.

Frank is

“leading man” on the Publication Committee of the
“N.C. R.”” News, a monthly published in the interests of the employees
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of the N.C. R.

The Notes of the doings of individuals are interesting

and the contributed articles are very instructive.

Keep it up, Frank!

Your “N. C. R. News is a hummer.”’

Our

congratulations to all the men and women behind the live publication.
Lecture
Course

dience.

Alumni, Alma Mater is running a Lyceum Lecture and
Entertainment Course as usual. We believe that we
ought to see more faces of the Alumni among the au-

Eight numbers for $1.50, and all seats reserved, is full value.

The talent booked is high class talent. So, Alumni, come and attend
some of the single numbers and we'll wager you tl become regulars and
and enthusiasts for next year’s course.

Judge H. L. We offer the following to our readers. It is part of a
Ferneding, ’88 speech delivered by Judge Ferneding on the occasion
of the Holy Name Rally in October.
“The Reverend Clergy of Dayton having in charge these exercises have requested I say a word on this solemn occasion. I do so with
much hesitation, conscious of my own unworthiness, my inability to do

justice to the subject in hand.
The sentiment my friends, that prompts this demonstration appeals
to everyone who cherishes religious feelings and convictions. In the
silent tribute to Almighty God, evidenced by this mammoth gathering,
it is inspiring in that it is devoid of any political, social, national or racial
significance. It has a deeper, a broader import. It is a declaration of
one’s belief in God, a public acknowledgment of the duty we should
show in reverence to His name.
‘‘What is being enacted here this afternoon by these thousands
participating and by those countless others absent, but present in spirit
is but a means to an end if impressing upon the hearts of a thinking world
the meaning of the prayer taught us by the Divine Master Himself:
“Our Father who art in Heaven hallowed be Thy Name.’
‘‘Reverence for the name of God is one of the foundation stones upon

which our entire social structure rests. Without it political chaos would
follow. As patriotic and liberty loving Americans it is our duty to show
proper respect for establishing authority.

Our president, for example,

no matter what his political affiliations may be, as the executive head
of the nation, is entitled to receive from us at all times, and in all places,
in our conduct and speech, that degree of reverence in keeping with his
high office. If we are therefore to render unto Caesar the things that

are Caesar’s’’ according to the scriptural injunction why should we not
‘render unto God the things that are God’s?
‘“You have, my friends, inscribed on the banners you carry the ap-
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propriate words taken from St. Paul, ‘In the name of Jesus every knee
should bow.’
“The name Jesus calls to our mind blessings we receive through the
Holy Redeemer. In giving thanks for these favors we venerate His
Holy name, just as we reverence the Passion of Christ by honoring His
Cross. The object of the Holy Name Society is to beget love and reverence for the Holy Name and suppress blasphemy, perjury and oaths that
‘are forbidden.
The stability of our courts depends on the regard men have for the
sanctity of an oath. The public invocation of the Almighty to bear
witness the truth of what we say is not only a recognition of a Supreme
Being, but it is also an acknowledgment of a future life where a final
accounting must be made. No one can be a good citizen of the state

unless one realizes the full importance of the words df the second commandment: ‘Thou shalt not take the name of the Lord thy God in
vain.”
‘What hope can there be for social peace, what prospect for the
proper administration of justice, if men are devoid of all sense of religious
obligation, if there have no regard for the sanctity of any oath? ‘Where

is the security of property,’ says Washington, ‘for reputation, for life,
the sense of religious obligation desert the oaths which are the instru-

ments of investigation in Courts of Justice?’
“Perjury, which is a supreme profanation of the name of God is a
crime against the social order, and no society could possible survive
where this crime prevails.
It is in recognition of these truths and others
my friends, that this demonstration of today is made’
“With an abiding faith therefore in an All Wise, Just and Beneficent
God, whose solicitude for all the peoples of the earth is impartial and
everlasting, let us endeavor by a proper reverence of His Holy Name
to help work out our eternal destiny.”
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HIGHEST HONORS FOR SEPTEMBER
Collegiate Department.
Clarence Schmidt, 89; Francis

_ Senior Arts

Dugan, 85

Senior Engineering

Lawrence Strattner, 89;

Leon Anderson, 88

Junior Engineering
Sophomore Arts
Sophomore Engineering
Freshman Arts
Freshman Engineering

Arthur Zimmerman, 87; Ralph Wirshing, 86
:
Carl Ryan, 92; William Reith, 88

High School Department.

Fourth High

Paul Ohmer, 97; Joseph Schaefer, 96

Third High-A
Third High-B
Second High-A
Second High-B

First High-A
First High-B
First High-C

Carroll Hochwalt, 95; Daniel Collins,
Emile Kessler, 90; Victor Pauly,
Ivo Stelzer, 95; Rufus Weber, 93; Colman Cetinski,
David Burrous, 94; John McCarthy,

:
:

Second Business
First Business

94
89
93
92

Herbert Abel, 96; Joseph Mueller, 96
George Kirby, 94; Harold King, 92
George Schmieg, 91; Joseph Murphy, 90

Business Department.

Edward Menninger, 93; Alvin Burkhardt, 91
Thomas Sunshine, 91; John Ledger, 89

Elementary Department. .
Eighth Grade-A

George Liszak, 96; Henry Schroeder, 94

Eighth Brade B

Lawrence Menninger, 96; Edwin Moosbrugger, 94

Seventh Grade

Sixth Grade

Matthias Mackmull, 93; Louis Wittmann, 86

John Riggs, 92;

Leonard Whelan, 90

Longfellow
Circle

Emboldened by the success of their first venture, the Second
High B Literary Circle held a second session on October 22,
followed by a short Hallowe’en program on the 29th. The
authors commemorated this month were: Chaucer, Holmes, Tennyson, Roosevelt,
Coleridge, Riley, Bancroft, Webster, and Macaulay.
rendered:

1.

The following selections were

Life of Chaucer, R. Busch; 2. “Old Ironsides,’’ C. Wassenich; 3.

Idylls of

the King, F. Hook; 4. ‘‘The Wilderness Hunter,’ V. Merkle; 5. ‘‘Ancient Mariner,”’
W. Fitzsimmons, U. Weckesser, F. Hook; 6. ‘‘When the Frost is on the Pumpkin,”

S. Harshman; 7. Bancroft’s History, J. Kernan; 8. Selection from the ‘‘ Bunker
Hill Oration,” T. Carroll; 9. ‘‘Horatius at the Bridge,’’ J. Staub.
1. Hallowe’en Address, F. Hook; 2. Helping Each Other, R. Kramer, D. Burrous; 3. The Meaning of Hallowe’en, J. McCarthy; 4. Johnny’s History Lesson,
B. Fox; 5.

The Stupid Witness, S. Harshman, J. Smith, V. Merkle; 6.

How We

IN YOUR CHARITY
PRAY FOR THE REPOSE OF THE SOUL OF

WILLIAM H. WAGNER, JR.

The friends and classmates of William H. Wagner, Jr., were deeply
grieved to learn of his death which occurred on October 30, at Mercy

Hospital, Chicago.

William left College in June intending to return in

September as a Sophomore Student.

Whilst on a vacation with relatives

in Chicago, he was taken ill and was placed at Mercy Hospital, where

he was attended by the best medical talent of the city. He lingered for
over two months, suffering with extraordinary patience, hopeful almost to
last, but resigned to the Holy Will of God.

He had the consolation of

receiving Holy Communion frequently during his illness, and died a most edifying death, fortified with the last sacraments of the Church.
William Wagner was born September 10, at Sidney, Ohio.

After

completing his elementary and high school studies at Holy Angels’ School,

Sidney, he entered St. Mary’s in September 1912, and during his two years’
course at the College was known to all as an exemplary young man.

AI-

ways faithful to his religious duties. he was loyal and devoted to the college and to his friends.

He was of an amiable disposition, serious and

earnest beyond the average student of his age, and, as a consequence, he
easily won his way into the hearts of both his classmates and his professors.
We wish to extend our heartfelt sympathy to his father, brothers,

sister and relatives, and to recommend William to the prayers of the
readers of the Exponent.

AT REST
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Celebrated Hallowe'en Last Year, C. Mayerhoefer; 7.
Busch, W. Eslinger, T. Carroll.
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About Leaving School, R™

The Poe Literary Circle of Second HighA held its first meeting
Poe Circle

October 26, 1914.

To all appearances this circle will have a

successful year and will undoubtedly prove one of the best
in St. Mary’s.
The officers to control the movement of the Circle are: Rufus Weber, president;

Ivo Stelzer, secretary; and Richard Grote, treasurer. A committee to manage subjects
for recitation and debates was appointed. The members of this committee are: Richard
Punch, Alphonse Weckesser, Charles Kramer, and Marcellus Heile. A constitution
and by-laws were drawn up and favored with a unanimous vote.
The object of the Circle is to further the students’ knowledge of English Literature
and public speaking. Indirectly, its purposes to bring about a closer union in the class
which is so necessary for any organization—LEo Mason.
The Sodalities, the League of the Sacred Heart, and the Branch

Religious Notes
Sodalities.

Holy Name Societies are active in the up-keep of their religious
work. There might, however, be a larger membership in the

True, it means a sacrifice of some time to attend the sodalities, but it’s

worth the while. Engineers! you may be busy, but more of you should be represented
in the sodalities of the College.
The older students joined in the Holy Name Parade in October and madeasplendid
showing. We congratulate the older students on their exemplary conduct and grand
marching during the parade.
The Autumn leaves having already fallen from the trees, the
Fourth Division Resident Students thought it time to organize
a nutting expedition. Mr. Muth placed at thier disposal one
of his large moving vans, and into it there crowded one Monday afternoon some thirty
happy youngsters. Amid cheers, songs and many mirth-making incidents, the lads
finally arrived at the Stroop farm, some five or six miles distant from the College. Here
the nut hunt was energetically and systematically undertaken, and when the last lad
returned, the number of well filled sacks proved the expedition quite successful. Hunger,
in the meantime, quite as active, began to assert itself, and the pies brought along by
the party were disposed of. ~The climax, however, was reached when Mr. Stroop invited the boys to his melon patch. Needless to mention, the invitation was accepted,
and there followed a melon gathering the like of which was never seen before in that
part of the country. Amid cheers the lads left the farm, homeward bound, assured that
so pleasant an afternoon had been made possible through the kindness of two friends
of St. Mary’s.
Fourth Division

. An excellent Lyceum Lecture and Entertainment Course has

Lyceum Lectures

been booked this season.

The attractions are the following’

.
Joseph O’Meara, Nov. 3; Dr. W. T. Sherman Culp, Wed.,
Nov. 11; Arthur E. Gringle, Dec. 7; Robley Male Quartette, Jan. 7; C. E. W. Griffith,
Jan. 11; Thos. Elmore Lucey, Feb. 1; Francis J. Gable, Feb. 15; Dr. Jones Hedley,
Mar. 8.
_ We urge regular attendance at these lectures.

Tastes cultivated in college are a

heritage, the enjoyment of which can be continued through life.
Hallowe’en

Hallowe’en was a gala time for al the divisions at St. Mary’s
While we were not to witness the festivities, reports agree that
the Fourth Division put on the best attraction.

The following is the report: ‘‘Hallowe’en, with its troops of goblins, spooks and
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witches, visited us realistically in the Fourth Division.

A profusion of corn-stalks,

pumpkins, images of goblins, stuffed owls from the College museum, together with a
live witch who told fortunes over glowing fire, greeted the invited guests who gathered
around the magic kettle hanging over the dying embers. A program of dialogues and
recitations, boxing and wrestling, shadowgraphs, and bobbing for apples and peanut

hunting constituted to make the Midgets’ Show the “‘best ever.”

James E. HAttL, 715, Publication Editor.

The Engineering Society met for the first time for the year 1914-15 on Tuesday
evening Oct. 13, 1914 in the lecture hall of the Dept. of Chemistry.
The meeting was purely a business one in which the program for the coming year
was outlined, and in which the new members, who had entered since the opening of
classes, were welcomed.

President Strattner opened the meeting with a few well chosen words in which
he pointed out the duties of the members as future engineers and as members of the
Society.
During the course of the evening, Bro. Adam Hofman, Faculty Advisor of the
Society, outlined his policy for the coming year. His plan of procedure was well received by the members.
As Chairman of the Committee on Arrangements, which consists of the Faculty
head of each department of engineering and the Secretary of theSociety,"Bro. Adam
Hofman presented to the members the subjects of study for the coming year, which

had been outlined and submitted by the various professors. The subjects presented
were of a popular, as well as a scientific nature and in some instances treated of the
results of the present method of warefare, now so eminent in Europe.
Judging from the interest shown by the Faculty and students in the first meeting,
the outlook for the year’s work is very promising. Besides the preparation of papers on
the part of the students, many excellent lectures by men prominent in engineering
practice will be delivered duting the course of the year.
_
Through the courtesy of Managing Editor of the Exponent the papers and subjects
studied by the members of the Society will appear in the Exponent under the title of
“Engineering Society.”’
i
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Athletic Notes
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Varsity Football.

Lights and
Shadows

In the October issue we chronicled a defeat in the first game,
when Antioch won 7 to 0 ona fluke. St. Mary’s eleven looked
weak in the line and the backfield lacked dash. After the
Antioch game, Evans and Hayes came out in togs and materially strengthened the line.
Coach McCray discovered a ‘‘find” in Armin Mahrt and added him to his squad.
Fortune seemed to smile on S. M. C. when the news that ‘“‘Babe”’ Zimmerman and
Bill Sherry returned to the college. These two alongside of Capt Al Mahrt put ‘‘pep”
in the backfield. Ohio Northern, who swamped Antoich, lost to the strengthend force
of S. M. C., and Wilmington paid the same toll. ‘Babe’ Zimmerman did not play at
Yellow Springs, and Antioch squeezed a victory by one point.
Antioch mussed upa few of our players, but it remained for the Catholic Athletic
Club of Covington, Ky., to put the team on the hummer. ‘‘Babe”’ and Al, playing
with the Cadets, on this occasion, were forced out the game by injuries. We will lose
the service of both for the rest of the season. Coach McCray is having some tough
luck, but can be depended upon to make the best of it. Muskingum and Wittenberg
are two hard games ahead.
St. Mary’s, 14

St. Mary’s surpassed the hopes of the rootes when the S. M. C.

vs.
Eleven defeated Ohio Northern. The presence of Al Mahrt
Ohio Northern, 0
and Babe Zimmerman was a tower of strength to the team.
The scoring took place in the third quarter. St. Mary’s worked hard for the first
touchdown, making short gains for 40 yds. before the trick was accomplished. The
second touchdown followed the kick-off. Curran caught the ball on his own 30 yd.
line. While the players were filing into their positions on the line, ‘‘Babe’’ slipped
over near the side lines. Mahrt threw a forward over to ‘“‘Babe’’ who pulled it down
safe and ran 70 yds. for a touchdown.
The whole team played a great game, and enthusiasm filled the rooters of S. M. C.

:

St. Mary’s 13
Expecting anything but a hard game, St. Mary’s struck a
vs.
tartar in the aggregation from Wilmington, and it was only by
Wilmington 7
the hardest kind of playing that S. M. C. downed their opponents.
St. Mary’s scored in the second quarter ona trick worked on the first play. Sherry
threw a forward pass to Capt. Mahrt who hugged the side lines, 15 yds. from Wilmington’s goal. Mahrt sprinted for a touchdown.
Wilmington then showed strength, and on fake bucks and line plunges scored
a touchdown, holding the ball the greater part of the third quarter. The Saints opened
the last quarter one point behind, 7-6.

Zimmerman who had been taken ill earlier in

the game, got back in time to brace things up. A shower of forward passes brought the
ball 20 yds. from Wilmington’s goal. Another forward from Capt. Mahrt was received
by Zimmerman who was calmly waiting for it between the goal posts. Mahrt scored
another touchdown a few minutes later, but the referee ruled that time was called.
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St. Mary’s 19

With “Babe” out of the Antioch game, and Capt. Mahrt,

vs.

playing half-time, the Saints came near wiping out the 7-0

Antioch 20
defeat earlier inthe season. St. Mary’s touchdowns were made
at the extreme corners of the field, requiring kickouts, which accounts for St. Mary’s
failing to kick goals successfully.
Antioch used open style of play and pulled off sensational work. St. Mary’s
scored in the first quarter. With the minutes to play, the score was 20-6. The Saints
opened up and quickly scored two touchdowns on brilliant plays. The lost goal was
missed by inches.
The Line-up:
St. Mary’s (19)
Pos.
Antioch (20)
Farrell
Gels sabe cnt
eeees Vandervoort
a Hoe eae etek wea eS ee eee Riggle
ee
a
a ee Garlough
Ce
per
Ss Pe
ea Meigsef eves AY aa te eee Taylor
Fee a ree
= eepeeoa McCracken
ae
pea
ee Se
Ia
Wallace

age
I

oe
oe

5 aE
ne

OD Bae ee
gee Fess
RE IES
ee es oe ee
Funderberg

Te
ae eee
eea Wells
sy eae ga ee ntFAS
ee
Brown
Touchdowns—Funderberg 2, Fess, Armin Mahrt 2, Broadstone. Goals from
touchdowns—Wallace 2, Huston. Time of quarters, 12 minutes. Referee, Coppess;

Umpire, Clark.
Substitutions—Ligday for Hayes, Al Mahrt for Sherry, Schleinitz for Curran,
Shunk for Schleinitz, Haas for Farrell.

St. Mary’s Cadets.
The Cadets defeated the Congersville Club 36-0; Christ Church,
13-7; and West Carrolton, 19-18. The Catholic Athletic
Club of Covington defeated the Cadets, Nov. 1, by the score
Mahrt was obliged to step out on account of injuries, after five minutes of

Victories 3
Defeats 1
of 7-0.
play.

Babe followed later in the game.

The absence of these two stars accounts for

the defeat.
The score by the C. A. C. was made on a 70 yd. run late in the fourth quarter.
The loss of Babe and Al will handicap the Cadets considerably. However, they have
grit, and we can expect the Cadets to make the best of it and come out on top.
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Don’t you think Behrer would make a good fur sign for Athler’s?

Have you joined the Bachelors’ Domestic Science Course? Drop up and see
Messrs. Strattner, Anderson and Hall from 12-1:30 at Old Nick’s Shop. Hot soup
and crackers daily except Thursdays and Sundays.
The fortunate uninjured of the foot ball team would make excellent material for
a tennis team.
It’s wonderful the speed Swift Bros. are making in their Ford.
Did you see Jim Hall since Strattner ‘‘dry-cleaned”’ his trousers? Oh you dichromate cleaning mixture?
Strange how Ligday thinks his long hair makes him an actor.
Echo from Strattner at the Engineers’ Meeting—‘‘Bro. Windbiel will now address us.”’
Dr. Y. C. Yamashiro, (Xy., Zk., of the University of Bublub and Spaghetti), will
deliver a lecture Feb. 30, 1915, entitled ‘‘The Advantages of a Theorist.’’
If Zim (Arthur) keeps on walking down the “‘Lane”’, we fear he will tie a knot in

the ropes of two lives.
Over the Telephone.
The following is taken from the college paper of Notre Dame University. It seems
they growl everywhere even when dog isn’t served. Notice the jokes! Don’t they
sound familar?Heo!
.2 =
See sith ase wiki pasa: wes
eae
“No, I can’t get permissionhoesgoSee ‘that dance, but I'll risk it for you. They’ve
got no right to hem me in like they are doing here, I could have more liberty in a reform school.”’

“No, I can’t make it by eight, I’ve got to give these perfects a stall that I’m to
be at home to-morrow.”

“The school as a whole?
LONG HOURS.”
-

It’s pretty fierce place.

“No, the prefect like the rest of them.

No liberties; POOR MEALS,

[’ve got no use for him.

Treats me just

like a baby; but I hand him back-talk.”

pull.

“‘ Afraid of the president? Not I, I’m too long alive to be nice for the sake of a
I tell the truth.”” (prefect enters the lobby.)
“Yes, yes, it’s a fine place and I’m in the best hall in the school.”’
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“Oh, he’s a prince, he certainly does the square thing by everybody.”
“You bet they like ae"thes all swearbe him.’
“Yes, the president is fine, but if you’re in a good hall like ours you don’t have to
worry about what kind of a president you have.”
-

“Town? Yes, if you’re on the square with the boss he’ll let you down. It’s only
the ones who try to beat him to it and who don’t do the square thing when they get a
permission that he sits on.”
“To-morrow night?

Well, I do hate to take the time out.

I have all kinds of

hard studies, and that will mean work for me during the afternoon ‘rec’ to-morrow,”

“Yes I suppose I should havecalled before, but won’t later do?
go out at night. A fellow can’t do it and keep up his studies.”
“‘All right, but remember it’s going to be just this once.

I’m no hand to

Tell Uncle John that I

have a message for him from Father, so that he’ll stay home.”

“All tight.

Good-bye”.

(Student hangs up receiver and walks over to picket. —‘‘Say, Brother, my cousin
just called me up and says it’s a shame I haven't gone to see them since I came. They
want me to call on them to-morrow evening.”
Prefect (catching him by the neck):—‘“‘ Up to your room to study, and if you leave
this hall tomorrow, I’ll knock your block off.

No town for you.”

IT’S ALL IN THE NAME
CAST OF CHARACTERS

Bang! Bang! Bang!

“Come in!”
“What do you mean, come in?
“Allright, Eich.

Unlock the door.”

Is old age getting you?

“Bad comedy, Rupe.
“Got per?”’

(click)

I thought you could walk it.”

Going with me to see Billy Burke at the Oliver?”

“Per? I got per three years ago—general per for four years.”’
“T got you all right. I am a bonehead.’

“Nobody home.”’
“Well hurry up. It’s nearly eight now.
II.
“Say Marika?”’
“What is it Billy dear?”

More speed!
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“What’s the name of this town, anyway?”’
“Town? This is not a town, it’s a bad taste—wipe the pink off your forehead,
and remember I’m waiting for that eye-pencil—they call it South Bend—don’t waste
it all on your famous brow.”
“Isn’t there an asylum, or a jail or something here?”
“Sure, Notre Dame?”

“Oh, I thought so, where they’ve got that famous football player, what’s his name?
—J-kin-smash, or something like that.”

“Lob, isn’t it? I was just going to say that.”
“He must be some fellow.”

“Well, he doesn’t Owe us anything.”
“But to think we’re so near and won’t even get to see him. Gee! I'd like to meet
him.”
“Forget it. We haven’t even time to see the town. Our train leaves at 11 40.”
“I’m going to quit one of these days. What good is fame when you have to work
every night?”
“ Aw, stop that sob-stuff. You'll stick till you’re as old as Lillian Russell. Here’s
the call boy already. We're on. How’s my hair.?”
III.

“For the love of Mike, quit clapping—everybody’s looking at you.”
““G’wan, I paid my quarter.”
“But be reasonable, Eich, don’t emphasize your country manners.”’
“You ought to have sense enough to applaud when you see an actress like her. 2
“‘Aw, she looks like a general fire alarm in that red dress, but I know you're gone
on her. You read her beauty hints before you look at the football dope.”’

“You make me sick. Rupe.”
“You made me tired.”
“I’m going out for some fresh air. Guess ’IIl go over to the Oliver and get some
buttermilk.”
“You're in the Oliver now.”
“Oliver hotel! Drain off that tile roof of yours.”
“Hotel Biff, if you answer back again.”
“Coming along?”
“No, hurry back.”’
IV.
“Billy! Where is your necklace?—the one you wear in the next act?”
‘““Goodness! I left it at the hotel.”

“What will you do? Gracious—”
“Calm yourself, how soon is the act?”
“In about three minutes.”
“The hotel is just across the street. I'll run over and get it.”
“But girlie—!”’
“‘Never mind that. I can make it.”
“Hurry!”
V
“VYou-uh-know-uh-me-, Al.”
“Ves, I know you, Al. What d’ye mean, coming in this theatre like a switch engine?
Why, Eich, you’re breathing like McDonough after a mile-run.”
“Dry up! Don’t talk to me that way, Rupe. Do you know who.I am?”
“What did you ever do?”
“IT just saved her life.”
““Whose life?”
“Her life, ivorydome.

There goes the curtain up now—watch her.
’

>
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“Say, Raymond, what are you raving about?”
“T saved her life, I tell you, Billie Burke’s.

See her smiling at me?”’

“Honest? That’s what she’s doing; tell me about it, od boy.”
“Well, when I got out in front, there she was standing in the street, with
two Fords charging her. She looked pretty little and I thought that even a Ford
might knock her down, so I imagined I heard Bergie calling signals for a cross buck,
and I piled ’em in the ditch.”
“And then?”’
“Then I picked her up and carried her over to the hotel.”’
“ And—?”’
“And I’ve got a date with her after the show. I’m going to take her to the station.”
“In what?”
“In an auto, I’ve got two dollars. What d’ye think this is anyway?”
“As if you weren’t anxious to tell me.”
“Lucky? About as lucky as your wife will be.”
“But what’s the idea of all the gloom?
You look as if you were attending a funeral, or the ‘‘Perils of Pauline!”’
“But, Rupe, isn’t she Irish?”

“What if she is? Isn’t a pretty Irish colleen good enough for you?”
“But look at my name. What chance have I got?”
“Does she know who you are?”
“éNo. ”

“Tell her your name is Finegan.”
“Slip it here, Rupe, the Colonel will make a lawyer out of you yet.—But maybe
I'll get balled up, and won’t remember to say Finegan.”’
“Aw, that’s easy, think of the fellows who play full back and you'll remember it.”
“Rupe, you're good. Now, I’d swear that you have intelligence.”
VI.
“Oh, Marika!”
“Oh, slush!”
‘*Gee, I’m glad the show’s over.”

““What’s the excitement? You ran in for the last act like a scared kid, and then
kept looking toward the gallery. See a ghost?”
“No, I had my life saved—ugh—this cold cream tastes like the butter in Kable’s
restaurant—he was a great big handsome fellow.”
“How?”

“Two mammoth touring cars, or something were going to run over me and he
pushed them out of the way.”
“Gracious! Did you thank him?”
“T should say I did. And he’s waiting to take me to the station. Is all the cold
cream off?”

.

“Uh-huh.”
.
“T wonder who he is. Where will our sleeper be? Maybe he’s from Notre Dame.”’
“On the side track where it was this morning.”
“All right, good-bye.”’
“Aren’t you going to charge?”’
“Charge nothing, I’m in a hurry. Bye, bye.”
‘“‘Bye—for the love of Mike.”
VII.
“Hello!”

THE S. M. CG. EXPONENT
“How do you do? Miss Burke.’
“‘Have you been waiting long?”
‘“‘Not very. Come, I’ve got a motor car around the corner.”’
“You forgot to tell me your name.”’
‘My name? Why er—er—(fullbacks—fullbacks)? Kowalski, Duggan Finegan.”
“‘Kowalski, Duggan Finegan?”
“Ves, I’m Irish. Here’s the car.
don’t exceed the speed limit.”

Driver, take us to the Lake Shore Station, and

“This is a fine car. Yours?”
‘Why yes (for half an hour.)”’
“What did you say your first name is?”
““Er—Kowalski.”’
“‘Did they name you after a Pullman car, or a Russian battleship? I daresay you
just about lived up to my expectations. But I like big men. Are you an athlete?”
“What do you mean, athlete? _I don’t like to brag, but you should have seen me
Saturday. We scalped a big Indian eleven.”
“Really! What did you do?”
“Well, I laid out the first fellow I hit.”
“How awful, who was he?”
“IT don’t remember, but I think he was Ardtichoke.”’

“Hard to choke?”
“Yes, something like that.”
“And then—”’
“Then I smashed both guards and got past them—with a charley-horse too.
Goodness! Is this the station?”
“Yes, but your train doesn’t leave yet.”’

““There’s the coach over there, I’m going.”’
“But my dear Miss—”’
“Oh am I? Open the door. Really you flatter yourself—thanks—good-bye.”’
“But Miss—”’
“Just imagine yourself kissed, you—you big brute. Good night.”
VIII.
“Oh Marika! Where have you been? I’ve been waiting hours for you.”
“Hours? Why you left the theatre just twenty minutes ago. I didn’t think
you'd be here so soon. Where’s your hero?”
“‘Hero?

Oooooh, it was horrible.

He was a desperate man, an escaped convict.

Why he killed eleven Indians, and choked a man, and slugged his guards, and stole a
horse, and—”’
“Don’t tell me any more.

.
I'll dream about it.”

“‘But you're all right dearie. Dry your tears, you’re safe.”
“‘Oh I was lucky to escape.”
“Come let’s forget it. What’s your real name, any more?
a letter and want to tell a friend.”
“Katrina Von Schonheitsvoll.”’
““S-c-h-”

I’m going to write

“*S-c-h-o-n-e-i-t-s-v-o-l-l.”’

“T’ve got it, thanks.”
“Have you a magazine?

Reading might quiet my nerves.”

“Yes, there’s a New York Clipper on the top of my suitcase, and with it a pitcure

of Eichenlaub, that football player—I tore it out of a newspaper on the way down, so
you can see what he looks like, even if you didn’t meet him.”

The McCabe-Shepherd-Coe Co.
O. P. McCABE, President
JANE COE GARDNER, Vice President
BRUCE C. SHEPHERD, Secretary-Treasurer

SECOND FLOOR, REIBOLD BUILDING
Phones:

Bell 526, Home 4728 and 6665

Representing Leading Fire, Casuality and Bonding Companies.
PROMPT AND EXPERIENCED SERVICE IN ALL INSURANCE
LINES

Our Line of.....

Sporting Goods
PLEASE THE ATHLETES AT
ST. MARY’S COLLEGE
No Better Goods Made

TRADEMAR

Send for Catalog

The Draper & Maynard Co.
PLYMOUTH, N. H.

If Your Ad. Were Here

We Wouldbe Reading It

BE OF GOOD CHEER
and escape many of the ills of life by using the
genuine INDIAN HERB TABLETS.
Prepared for the Great American Herb Co.,
Washington, D. C., (and sold by Geo. H. Parker

since 1899.) For any disease induced by Constipation. And enough of Parker’s K. & B.
eevee Tablets to keep the urinary organs
normal.

A fine line of comic and souvenir Post Cards, and Branch Office of The
Dayton Laundry Co., at my store, 324 E. Fifth St., Dayton, Ohio. A transfer point, West of Cor. Fifth and Browns Sts.
Tell the ‘‘Man”’ you saw his ad. in The Exponent
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Dollars for Dollars $
Men and Boys’ CLOTHING, HATS and HABERDASHERY. UNIFORMS and CAPS for RAILWAY SERVICE

Fine Woolens and Tailors’ Trimmings
We are TAILORS and MAKE
CLOTHES to MEASURE

The H. Hollencamp Sons Co.
13-15 S. Jefferson near Market,

-

DAYTON, OHIO
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Lily Brew

NarNNat
NatNNotNotNot

Dee Bee

The embodiment

of

Cream Ale

Its mild and exquisite flavor
has made it the People’s fav-

nourishment—A health giving
tonic for the tired worn out

QUALITY and PURITY

A substantial and wholesome

Its delicious taste.

orite BEER.

system.

Sold only in bottles

On draught at all bars

Order a Case for Home
Use.

Case Orders Promptly
Filled.

The Dayton Breweries Co.
DAYTON, OHIO
PINGING
Tell the ‘‘Man’”’ you saw his ad. in The Exponent.

Telephone Bell M 1271

Telepone Home 6645

Cold? We Havea Way of Making You Warm!

The F. A. Requarth Company
LUMBER AND MILL WORK
Monument Ave and Sears St.

DAYTON, OHIO

THE TRUAX HARDWARE COMPANY
Successors to GEORGE GRABEDINKLE
307 to 311 Wayne Avenue

HARDWARE, PUMPS, SEEDS, PAINTS, CARPENTERS’
TOOLS AND BUILDERS’ HARDWARE
Also Sole Agents for

COLE’S HOT BLAST STOVES AND RANGES
Let Us Demonstrate the Quality of These Stoves.

The Olt Brewing Co.
Olt’s Cream Ale
Has Gained Public Favor on Account of
SUPERB TONIC PROPERTIES

“Superba Beer’ ’
The MALT BEVERAGE of Exceptional

Quality—Once Used,
Phones:

Always

Desired.

Home 2164 and 2174

Just say—*‘Exponent,”’ and please our advertisers

Health and Happiness
ARE HABITUAL WITH THOSE WHO DRINK
HOLLENCAMP’S BEER REGULARLY

HEALTH---Because Hollen-

camp’s “Golden Glow’”’ beer is
wholesome

and_

nutritious.

g

HAPPINESS---Because it is
refreshing,

palatable and a

chaser of tired feeling of either body or mind.
Have us send you a case.

Before it is gone you will

already have begun to feel its beneficial effects

HOLLENCAMP’S
(Independent) Brewing Co.
SSS

BOTH PHONES3S*

Tell the “Man” you saw his ad. in The Exponent.

Duell’s Bread

$2.00 Bill Cody

And Confectionery are used
by the S. M. C. Four
Hundred

HAT that tops them all $3.00

This should be a sufficient
recommendation

5-7-9 Arcade—19 E. 5th St.

A. H. DUELL, 61 Little St.

worth of hat quality for $2.00.

Paying More is Overpaying
Have added new department at
Fifth St. store Gents Furnishing.
Popular Prices Prevail

The John A. Murphy Co. The Patterson Tool
& Supply Company

COAL

COKE
Main Office, 224 S. Ludlow St.

Old Reliable S. M. C. Boys Buy

ADAM DEGER’S

CAKES AND
CONFECTIONS

38 North Main Street
Mechanics’ tools of every description. Iron
and Wood Working Machinery, Factory
supplies for all classes of Manufacturing.
BELL 888

HoME 8828

McDermont & Clemens
FINE PLUMBING
Broomell’s Vapor System of Heating
a Specialty for Residences,

Schools and Churches
Brown St. and Union Ave.
Chas. W. Schaeffer
Geo. H. Gengnagel

23 N. Jefferson St.

DAYTON OHIO

Bell Phone Main 33
Home Phone 3333

Schaeffer & Gengnagel
Jobbers and Retailers of

Coal, Sewer Pipe, Building Material
Portland and Hydraulic Cement

If YOUR AD. were here,
oursubscribers would know
you have something to sell
them!

812 to 828 E. Fifth St., DAYTON, OHIO
Tell the ‘‘Man’”’ you saw his ad. in The Exponent.

THE WM. FOCKE’S SONS CO.
Dealers in aFull Line of All Kinds of

Meats, Lard and Provisions
If You Want the Best, Use Focke’s
FREE DELIVERY TO ALL PARTS OF THE CITY
Phones: Bell, East 132 and 133; Home 2305

1004-1006 East Fifth Street

Packing House: East Springfield Street

PANGILNGLANGING
ENGI ANGINGLE INGEINGI INGINIFING

WHY NOT YOU?
ALL S. M. C. STUDENTS RELISH

ICEK CREAM
—-Made by——

THE SWARTZEL ICE CREAM Co.
23-35 WEST FOURTH STREET

Leonard B. Witte

Joseph H. Tegenkamp

CATHOLIC LIBRARY STORE
——DEALERS IN——

PRAYER

BOOKS,

RELIGIOUS

Importers of
Vestments, Laces,
Banners, Chalices,
Ostensoria, Etc.
411 E. Fifth St.

PICTURES

Candles, Sanct. Oil,
Incense, Charcoal,
Tapers, Etc.
Mission Supplies.

Home Phone 11199

DAYTON, OHIO

|ZONAR’S CANDIES
-

4

ARTICLES,

od

are Wholesome, Pure and Delicious.

THE FINEST ICE CREAM IN DAYTON
20 South Main Street
ES East Third Street
-

Fifth and Ludlow Streets
140 South Main Street
-

Just say—‘‘Exponent,”’ and please our advertisers.
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A GOOD WORD
IS HEARD ON EVERY SIDE ABOUT
OUR’ **SEPIA PORTRAITS”*’

THE LEEZER STUDIO
SUCCESSORS TO THE BOWERSOX STUDIO
137 Canby Building

Dayton, Ohio

OPTICIANS
DIAMOND EXPERTS
FINE REPAIRING

DIAMONDS, WATCHES,
JEWELRY
17 East Fifth Street
DAYTON, OHIO

SS

7,

Laurel Butter Crackers
BEST ON EARTH
Manufactured only by

The Dayton Biscuit Company
BEWARE OF IMITATIONS

Ferneding’s Fashionable Footwear
HEADQUARTERS FOR

SHOES, OXFORDS, PUMPS
“Always the Latest”

=

3

‘Always the Lowest”

FERNEDING SHOE STORE -mns%r.
Just say—‘‘Exponent,”’ and please our advertisers.

QUALITY
CUT RATE DRUGS

PRETZINGER
33 East Third Ttreet

MIKE A. NIPGEN &CO.
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in All Kinds of

WINES AND LIQUORS
SOLE OWNERS OF NIPGEN’S MALT RYE
The Best for the Palate and Medicinal Purposes in the World.

Distributers of Sheboygan Mineral Water and World Famous Ginger
Ale and Sunny Brook Whiskey.

Bell Phone 397.

Home 2397

136 EAST THIRD STREET

WM. F. FREY Buckeye Barbers
Wholesale Dealers in

CHEESE
228-230 Bainbridge Street
Home Phone 3227

Supply Company
Is the place to buy Razors, Strops, Hair
Tonic, Toilet Waters, Perfumes, Pocket
Knives, Shears, Hair Brushes, Combs, Etc.
CLARENCE S. WIGGIM

214 East Third Street
Opp. Public Library.

W. J. SHERER Co.
25 Perrine St.
DAYTON, OHIO
Bell Phone 3893

AURORA PAINT
GUARANTEED ABSOLUTELY PERFECT

Spartan Art Stains and Fillers
Muresco Wall Finish
The Dayton Paint Supply Co.
OPERATING DEPOT
THE MARIETTA PAINT AND COLOR CO., Marigtta, OHIO

DISTRIBUTERS anp JOBBERS
431-433 435 E. 5TH St.

\

19-21-23 S. Jackson St.

DAYTON, OHIO

ae

Professional Men and Men in

all lines of business are found in
the Exponent.
There is a reason!

It’s a good medium to get be-

fore the public.

WENTY-FIVE YEARS FROM NOW
You will wonder just how you looked when in col-

lege, young and full of vigor. Wecan furnish you a copy
of YOUR LIKENESS that will please you.

SMITH BROS., Photographers
18 EAST FOURTH STREET
Tell the ‘‘Man’”’ you saw his ad. in The Exponent.

The William Hall
Electric Co.
Supplies and
Construction

118 W. Fourth Street

DAYTON, OHIO

BERNHARD BROS.
_ BLENDS ovary
QUALITY

Roasters of High Grade Coffees
Jobbers of Teas and Spices
You cannot afford to pass us by when
in the market.
Ask Your Grocer

BERNHARD BROS.
Pine and Marshall Sts.

DAYTON, OHIO

THE

Herman Soehner
Sole Agent

GARLAND
STOVES
Roofing and Spouting,
General Jobbing

112 South Jefferson Street
Be sure and ask for

John T. Barlow Co.

Dayton Ice Cream
Absolutely Pure and Wholesome
Manufactured by

Wholesale

DaytonIceCream
and Dairy Co.
Dry Goods and Notions
Third and Sears Sts.
Home Phone 2688

DAYTON, O.
Bell Phone 688

The Dayton Lumber and

Perfection Butter is the Best.

YOUNG MAN!
If there is anything new in Hats
and Caps, we have it.

Manufacturing Co.

Hamiel Hat Co.

LUMBER LATH AND SHINGLES

EXCLUSIVE $1.00 and $2.00
HATTERS

Manufacturers of
DOORS, SASH, BLINDS
And All Kinds of Mill Work

for Men, Young Men and Boys
Corner Fifth and Ludlow St.

Tell the ‘“‘Man’’ you saw his ad. in The Exponent.

PROFESSIONAL PAGE

DR. F. S. KELLER

DENTIST
s
$

4-5-6 LYRIC THEATRE BLDG.
Bell Phone, Main 989
Home Phone 5522

Bell Main 1429

Home 4839

Albert Pretzinger—Edw. P. Musselman
ARCHITECTS
1125-28, 1138-39 Reibold Building
Tel. Bell 1908

DAYTON, OHIO

Tel. Home 3747| Phone East 485 Peace tg a

Home 4142

Ben Westbrock
UNDERTAKER

Photographer

THE USE OF MY NEW
MODERN CHAPEL FREE

20-22 East Third St.

718 Wayne Ave.

Dayton, Ohio
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YOUR FOOD to be sa

cae

ae and taken up, must be 4

thoroughly masticated.

To masticate properly you

must have good teeth.

R. E. FLORY,D.D.S.
Suite 607 Conover Bldg.

Office Hours:
8 to 11 a. m.
1to 5 p.m.

DAYTON, OHIO

:

Phones:
a
Main 865
sidence: M. 5464
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BE FORTIFIED |
|
THIS WINTER
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WITH OUR

Suits and Overcoats
AT SIEGE PRICES

$10—$15 —— $20

WE'LL PROTECT YOU
At Our

Winter Headquarters

202 DISCOUNT SALE
HARVARD
MARK

OF

QUALITY

Harvard’s
Corner

The above cut shows our beautiful Confectionery in the Arcade. This is the only first-class
Confectionery in the City.
Here you can get nothing but the best. Our Ice
flavors, Ices, Fancy Sundaes, the Delicious Chocolates and Bon Bons have noCream, of all
equal.
We
serve Hot Drinks in cold weather.
Everything we sell is manufactured by us.
Our aim is
to treat all customers cordially and to please them in every way.
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: The Tiffin Manufacturing Company
Manufacturers of

CHURCH FURNITURE
Pews, Pulpits, Confessionals, Prie Dieus, Vestment Cases and Baptismals
23
Ses
23:

Altars,

Altar

Railings,

Station Frames, Pedest-

als, etc.

From Architect’s or Original Designs
Sketches and Estimates Furnished
on Application

Tiffin,

Ohio
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Tell the ‘‘Man”’ you saw his ad. in The Exponent.
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Bell Phone 413

Home Phone 2413

TheWeakley and Worman Co.
Wholesale

Grocers

DAYTON

440 E. Third St.

16 S. Wayne Ave.

G
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=The Cappel Furniture Co.)
HOME FURNISHINGS

4

FURNITURE
CARPETS

STOVES

LINOLEUM

Those who seek newer ideas, choice patterns or a greater degree of
exclusive designs, will do well to inspect our immense line
of House Furnishings always on display at prices
lower than others dare to ask.
Largestin’Ohio—Pioneer Credit House

South of Postoffice

“‘The Wayne’”’

215-221 South Main Street

121-123-125 East Fifth Sieer T

Tell the ‘‘Man’”’ you saw his ad. in The Exponent.

Prince’sToricLenses
EVERY OPTICIAN in town is ready to
serve you. But EYESIGHT is PRICELESS.
Right Glasses are important.
Will you place yourself in doubtful or
incompetent hands?
PRINCE’S TORIC LENSES can not
be bought of any other houses;NO
MATTER WHAT THEY CLAIM.

Don’t Visit Cincinnati

Without Calling on Us
And Have Your Sight
Fitted With a Pair of

Prince’s Celebrated Toric Lenses

oIU

_ Optician
108 W. Fourth St.

be

PHONES—Main 830, Main 832, Main 833, Main 834, Main 835.

A. JANSZEN & CO.
Wholesale
Grocers

S. E. Corner Second and Walnut Streets
101 to 117:East Second Street

Cincinnati, Ohio
Just say—‘‘Exponent”’ and please our advertisers.

